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Galer/a, the literary
page,ls'literally hot

The amphitheatre takes
shape behind the library.
The outdoor theater Is
scheduled for an October
completion date.

Keiser's address

Fees soar

•

II

II

once more BSU Future Bright

worked on various issues from
establishing a dead week prior
to finals and starting an automated financial aid system by
On Aug. 21, BSU Presi- next January.
dent John Keiser delivered his
"Clearly, the year of the
annual fall address to nearly 300.~tl1de.n.t to .t!li$ point hasnotjust
. people ulthc.SUB: In hissp(lCCh, raised consciousness about our
he 8av~ aplllY·by-plaY recap of. primary P~~J
but it has led
"The Year of the Student" and to real and lasting results,"
lookedahcad to 1990OOing''111e Keiser said.
Year of the City,"
Keiser said BSU will add
, Keiser started his speech 40 positions to the university in
by explaining the campus con- the coming year. Nineteen of
struction and said, " ... summer those will be faculty positions.
on campus was characterized,
"Those new faculty, divided
literally and figuratively, by a among 12 programs, will make
cloud of dust" He said tIic con- a substantial difference in qualstruction of the new amphithca- ity and student service," he said ..
ter behind the library, trenches The English Department will
for new irrigation, sidewalks, get three new faculty members,
the finishing
the new Tech- .Communication
Department
. nology Building, resurfacing of' will get two, Teacher Education
the track and other remodeling will get four and Masters of
projects "provided identity with Public Affairs will gettwo. The .
the rest of the city .... Much of funding for these positions, acthe dust is settled, the sod re-' cording to Keiser, is available
placed, and we are ready for an through an equity item in last
exciting year,"
year's budget.
·Th.e Year of the Student,
More degrees will be availwhich is going into its final able at BSU. "Last spring the .
semester, was enhanced bysev- (State Board of Edueation) aperalcommitieesforrnedlastYC3fproved
an M.A. in Communiat the onset of The Year of the
See "Keiser," page. 19
Student.
The committees
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News

by Robert Franklin
The University News
Like so many other college
students across the country, students
at BSU arc a~~ing themselves: Is
there any end to the increasing costs
of getting a college education?
This fall, BSU undergraduate
students are paying more than they
did last year in full-time fees because of a $6.50 increase in student
h~llh insurance, a $15 increase in
SUB/housing building and operational fees, ancl'anew 50 cent fee for
a student insurance advocate fcc.
Ron Turner, Budget Director
at BSU, said he expects studcntfces
will continue to increase each year.
Turner said fees paid by full-:
time students aroused for auxiliary
and non-instructional costs, adding
that the Idaho Constitution docs riot
allow tuition to be charged to fulltime students.
Idaho defines tuition as the fee
charged for the cost of instruction,
he said.
. According to Turner, the $15
increase for SUB/housing building
and operational fee this year goes to
help pay for the extension of the
SUB. It is part of a package to
charge $40 over a two-year period
which started last year.
The student health insurance is
automatically added to full-time
student fees but is not a mandatory
service; said Gail Maloney, Dircctor of Administrative Services.
Students not wishing to keep this
insurance coverage can apply for a
'reflindoftlJeinsurancCfee,shcsaid.
The 50tent student insurance
advocate fee will be used to support
the position of a student insurance
. advocate arid is non-refundable,
Maioney said.
According to Maloney, the
advocate wiU·work with students
on any claims that may arise and
will- serve as the liaison between
studc~ts
and the insurance
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company's administrator, she said: to BlllHargrovc, public affairs offiThe position will be held by Jeff ccr for. the State Board of EducaKezar, whose office is in Room 218 . tion. He said thatin the past three
of the SUB.
years tax revenue going toward
Turner said another fee will be Idaho's colleges has gone up 27
added to total fees' this spring •.The percent.
new $10 utility fee will help cover
Acomparisonof'thcsamcyears
costs in maintaining the computer shows that student fees have inlabs on campus.
.
creased bY 13% ..
The major portion of the
Turner said that around April
university'stotalbudgetcomesfrom
ofeachyeartheBoardofEdueation
state taxes, he said.
'
learns how much money the state
According to the BSU Stale- legislature has appropriated for
ment of Current Funds, Revenues, higher education and begins budget
Expenditures and Other Changes setting meetings.Ifthey determine
for the Year Ending June 30,1988,
that fees need to be increased, pub47 percent of the university's total lie hearings are scheduled ..
budget wac;paid by state taxes and
Turnersaid this is why the fee
'13% by studenifccs,
amount printed in the BSU catalog
While student" fees have in- and directory of classes is often
creased over the past several years, different than what students actuthe amount coming from state taxes ally must pay.
has gone up even faster, according
These publications usually
-must go to the publisher before the
Board of Education finds out how
Comparison olln-Slale Fees
.
Per Semester
. much money 'Yill.beappropriated
.'.
for Idaho SChools
by the legislature, he said.
&"01.. 51 "UnlvOl~1y
1612
'Anyone wanting a say in how
.
I;::'
their money is spent may at~nd
idaho s.aielJnlVenlly 15<3
thesepubHc hearings and give testilaw~'Cbk
1520 .
lOony, Tum6radded..
.
UnlvenllyOl~
1549
HargroveSai4thestudentbody
.
·1/O""'OObie/leolt~",m.
cost
presidents from 'citl:h. eampus· in~
"'"""",""',,,--.,""11/1"""""',
.
volved arc also inviied and usuall)
A..bIcjll,fI"ofrJ~
.
""... s__
ot~""'_
attend tlJe board meetings.
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The University News

Co.mputer store bytes the .dust
by Larry Purviance

The University News
___________

As catastrophes go, the pennanent closure of the Campus Computer store was more a public relalions disaster than a lasting calamity.
When the store-formerly
located across the street from the
SUB-closed
Aug. II, it raised a
hue and cry of protest from students,faculty,anddepartmentswho
benefited from the special educational discounts.
But students were not left in a
complete lurch, and can still buy
most of their computer equipment
at discount. .
.. In its three years of business,
the special campus outlet for IBM
andApplecomputerssoldmorethan
$1 million dollars in equipment and
software, but lost somewhere between $25 to $50 thousand just in
the last year, according to Christine
Hurst, director of computer opera-

lions for the BSU Data Center.
"Our goal Was not to make
. money, the store was in place as a
. service to students. faculty and
staff," said Hurst. "It was not subsidized with appropriated funds, so
the store had to make enough money
to cover the salary of the manager
and the student helpers.
"It got to a point where we had
to keep so much software in stock,
and the pace of the industry being
what it is, we just started losing
money. We were having a lot of
software that just wasn't moving, it
would go obsolete, and then we
were stuck with it. Our main problem was, it was just losing money."
Hurst expressed bewilderment
at the strong reaction to the Campus
Computer Store's closure, saying
just 350 purchases were made last
year.
.
"Many of those were regular
computer users, so there were some
duplication in those numbers," said
. Hurst. "That 350 was not necessarily separate people. "

Hurst did not manage the day- Sept .. I2,when the open drop/add
to-day business affairs of the outlet, period at the first of the semester
but oversaw operations of the store ends.
Hurst said software could be
which was managed by a full-time
manager and employed two student purchased through either Silver
Creek or the Computer Store, but
workers.
.
Hurstsaid the shock ofthe store that those priees were up to .the
etoserewas madeeasier when Sil- discretion of the vendors.
"The priees on the software are
ver Creck Computers agreed to
handle the same educational dis- pretty much up to the dealer," said
count order programs for IBM Hurst. "We can't guarantee prices
equipment. Silver Creek's educa- on software. Butthe hardware prices
tional representatives are Joe Turpen will definitely be tlie same.Wecan't
guarantee the prices on the softand Lynne Metzer.
The Data Center, located on ware, we will only orderhardware."
Hurst couldn't say what the
the first floor of the Business Building, will continue to handle educa- exact discount rates would be, but
tional-discount orders for Apple said an Apple printer recently orEquipment. If students need help In . dered through the Data Center cost
!lClectingtheir Apple equipment, the $399, compared to suggested retail
Data Center -has made arrange- price of $625. Hurst said most stuments for The Computer Store in dents could expect a 35 to 40 perthe Eighth Street Marketplaee to cent discount through either the IBM
or the Apple programs.
assist them,
In either Case, students must
';':';':::;:';':;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:j:':;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:iii:;:;:;:;:
pay for their purchases in advance
with a certified check, according to
Hurst. Both programs begin on

y Rose.mary E. Hardin

e University News
lfyouhavebeenareaderof

The UniversityNewsin the past,

you will notice some signifiCant changes in this year's paper. We will now be printing 16
to 20 pages per issue. In those
pages, we will have lots of new
and wondrous things. Among
the new changes are:
The sports section. More
coverage of "non-revenue"
sports-like tennis, and includes
more coverage of women's
sports along with football and
.baskctball, We also will be
running intramural sports schedules and scores.
The entertainment
section. Now called "Prospects,"
is five pages and includes reviews, calendar of events and a
box to announce ASBSU clubs
and organizations' meetings.
;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
"Galeria." Our new literary page is devoted solely to
.
fiction, poetry, illustrations and
BSU
~
BSU
Students ~~~
Students
photographs by BSU students,
Welcome
. Welcome
faculty and staff.
The editorial/opinion
pages. Balanced, readable and
relevant with guest opinions,
syndicated editorial cartoonist
Mike Lane, and a staff repre8017
senting varying shades of the
. For the best in professional
Fairview
• 1808 Broadway· 17th & State
products and services.
political spectrum, The editori(Shapko)
als, will be thought out and
Wefcoture
thought provoking. If you fino
that your thoughts arc indeed
Paul Mitchell
Focus 21
provoked, send a letter to the
ed Ken
Nexus
Aveoda
Sebastlon
editor.
ADULT CUTS, REG. $8
"What's Your Beef?"A
MasterCuts
And many more.
family haircuttErS
KIDS CUTS, REG. $6
new editorial page feature; it is
".".,.,.,.,.,.,.,""""',.,';':.;
.•3.;."'.{'....;.:,.:".'.•;.;.n'.'.'';".";«.;';".'."' .','.'.""'.";"'"".;";.;.':'.:':':':':.":';':'.;"".;'.:'.".:.~: a call-in version of letters to the
.. 375·6844
editor.
ASBSU Beat. A capsule of
Walk in's Welcome
Located in the lower level
ASBSU activities.
::.;. :.:.:.:.; ..•...."':: :.:
:.::..:: :.::.'::":::'::::::":":' '.::'.::' .:::.;.: :.:.:.;.:.:.:::.:.;.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.:':'~ :.:':.: ;. :.:.:.;.;. :.;.;.:.:
Boise Town Square
"Free Money." A list of
the most current scholarships
available through the.Financial
Aid office.
family haircutters
. Comics.Wenowcarryfour
strips:
two produced local 1y and
332-5022
Boise Towne Square
two from national syndication.
Life in Hell debuts in the paper
this week. Berkeley Breathed's
new weekly strip Outland debuts Sept 11. We will be the
only Boise area newspaper to
run
Outland.
If you are a currently enrolled
OUf own wonderful Brain
BSUstudent and have good comBran returns in this issue.
municatton skills, you could be
Sunset Trailer Park prepart of the BSU Phonathon '89
miers
in "Galeria," and is the
te1einarketingteam. Dependable
saga of the tenants of arundown
and enthusiastic achievers can
trailer park: The characters are
learn marketable Job skills by
strange and their livers even
calling BSU alumni and friends
stranger.
. to ask. for ftnandal support for
Special issues. Among
the untverstty,
..
them is a November ski issue,
"The Year in Pictures" in April
.
:
Sa~~ry:$5' p"er hoUr
. .
and. our final issue will be in
.
~
cclebmtionofIdaho's
100 years
of statehood.
:You wou1d be expected to wozk a mlDlmum of two
Wire service, Gannett/USA
shlfts per week. Shift tlmes are 6-9:30 p.m. Monday,
Today college wire press servOCt. 2 through Thursday, Nov. 16.
ice feeds us daily news, sports
To sign up for an Intervtew,.cootact
KIm PhlJJpps, BSU
and featUre stories and graphics
Development Office, EduCation Bldg. Room 707
via modem.
.
or caD 385-3276 by Wednesday, 5epL 20

and Laural

Robert
Hair Studio

(exc:m:MENT)

$1

1$5

OFF ANY HAIRCUT

OFF :ANY PERM·

..

MasterCuts

...

CALLlNGALL
BSU STUDENTS·

.

I
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New stadium parklnq-hell onwheelsJor Bronco boosters
the entirety of the game. They will

The final area, Lot E, reserved
Lots A and B ,located between . andthen exitonto University Drive.
for overflow, wiUbe entered from also make sure that no one parks in
To
enter
Lot
D,
RV's
must
turn
the Pavilion and the stadium, will
bY Celeste Tritz
Bronco Lane and exited South onto lots that they do not have permits
be designated for recreational ve- from Broadway Avenue onto CamThe University News
for, according to Criner.
'
University Drive going West.
pus
Lane
by'
the
chapel,
and
exit
hicles, along with LotD, located on
"We
have
placed
an
advertiseChaffee Hallresidentswill find
.the east side' of the stadium near onto Broadway. Only leCtturns will
that there will be no conflicts with ment with Campus Employmentand
be
premitted.
.
BroadwayAvenue.
RV'scanreach
The congested parking during
Lot C,'locaied on the south their reserved parking and the new are looking for courteous and effifootball and basketball games at the Lot' A from University Drive and .
cient people," he said.
side
of
the stadium, is designated stadium regulations.Criner said.
BSU Stadium will soon beallevi- exit onto Campus Lane along the
To make things a litlleeasier
To
avoid
confusion,
all
lots
will
for general parking; It can be enated, 'With the start of this fall's Greenbelt.
arid
quicker,
for 30 minutes followbe
roped
off
and
a
working
crew
To access Lot B, RV's will tered from, the Varsity Center EnBronco football season new parkwill bedirecting traffic throughout ing each game there will .be an intrance
off
University
Drive.
ing regulations will be enforced enter from Bronco Lane by the SUB
creased police force at stoplights,
according to Herb Criner, Assistant
Criner added.
Athletic Director.
With the new parking proce"It has been a long standing
dures taking effect,.BSU has deneed of the University to clear up
veloped as much as they can north
the parking problem," Criner said.
of University Drive, Criner said.'
Recently the Booster Athletic
For the years to come, as ihc UniAssociation took a survey to find
versity grows they will be able to
out how people felt about the parkutilize the parking area in the Coling problem. The results turned out
lege of Technology on Grant street
to be in favorof some kind of organand expand south from University
ized procedure, and a committee
Drive into the side streets, he conwas designated to come up with a
cluded.
plan for relieving the situation.
The stadium parking area wilt
now be divided into four lots. A
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
fifth section is to be included behind' the SUB and the SPEC to
Map diagrams new parking plan for Bronco Stadium.
accommodate overflow.
UNIVfMSITY

Cashier's office implements new plan to distribute activity cards
by Bobbie Cunningham
The University News

Students who paid fall registration fees by sending a check
through the mail may be wondering
.why fall 1989 activity cards have
not been sent back to them.
According to Leslie Pass,
cashier's office manager, the cards

werC"noi mailed this semester and
students must appear in person to
pick them up.
"In the past, a lot of activity
cards were reported as lost in the
mail," Pass said. "We decided to try
a new system and sec if it worked.
We wanted to see ifit would be less
of a problem this way."
According to Pass, activity
cards represent a $92 value to BSU
students. To the general public, the

cards can be worth much more. Pass
"We arc considering a photo
said there have been incidents where 10 system,"she said. "There is also
library books were checked out with . a committee investigating what is
stolen or lost activity cards and the being done on other campuses. For
books have not been returned to the example, there is a system that uses
library. Additionally ,lost or stolen cards that arc like bank chcck-guaractivity cards may be used to get antcc cards."
intosports events without paying
the general admission fee.
Pass said the university is trying
to develop a better system for the
distribution of activity cards.

Dr. Robert Papinchak has resigned from BSU's English Dcptartmcnt, According to department
chair Dr. Carol Martin, Papinchak
turned in his lellerofresignation on
August 17 and is leaving Boise lO
move with his family io Scaulc,
Papincliak taught creative writing and composition courses for the
department, and was scheduled to
teach a speciallOpics course titled
"Writing to Publish," which, according to BSU's fall 1989 course
catalog, is "an advanced writing
,course which focuses on preparing
and, submitting manuscripts for
publication."

Before joining the faculty at
BSU, Ellis worked at Boulder
Graduate Schoolteaching creative
writing and goddess mythology. In
1989, Ellis won third place in

Idaho!

the

IINiVF.R~ITV. NP.WS
--~.:.

~

C.apital "
Edtlcators

NOW OPEN

IN

According 19 Martin, Ellis is
an active writer and editor and has a
long list of published works to her
credit. Her most recent endeavor is
a new translation of the Egyptian
Book of the Dead entitled AwakeningOsiris. Martin said Ellis also
has'had short fiction pUblished in
several magazines, and has had articles on topics ranging from ho~ to
publish children's writing:to ,short
biographies published in magazines '
asweU.

Buckle Up.
Make It Your Law
for Life.

Denver's Westward annual short
story competition, and in 1983 took
first place in the Brcadloaf.Wrucrs
Conference Fiction Scholar competition.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$i$$$$$$$$$$$$$$f$$$
Martin said the department
moved quickly in its search for a
$
replacement for Papinchak, and
selected Normandi Ellis of Boul- .
der, Colo., to take over the creative
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
writing classes and the special top- , $
ics.·W'riting to Publish" course.
$
"We were incredibly lucky to
$
~, get her on such short notice," Mar$
tin said.
$

$

;
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$
$

PARKCENTER

~.
$
$

$

$
$
$
$

Serving Faculty, Staff, and
Students of
Boise State University
-at-

;

'345 BobWhite court
377-4600

$
.$
$

HOURS: 8:30 -5:00(Weds~9:00-5:00)
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The cashier's office fs located
in Room 21 I of the Administration
Building. Fall 1989 activity cards
will be ?istributed to students who
appcar In person at the office and

Robert Papinchak resigns
by Bobble Cunningham
The University News

provide their address and Social
Security number to cashier's office
personnel. A table has been set up
outside the office forthe purpose of
distributing the cards.
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Up the River Jordan without parole
Over 'the past several years, white collar crime has been
elevated to clerical collar status. Would-be messiahs have
created vast fortunes and empires by promising salvation to '
the generous. God, as they would have it, saves on credit.
Recent revelations have shown most of these faith merchants to be nothing more than glitzy sham artists--milking
their congregations formansion!tand
plush lifestyles. Many
have been caught with their pants down in compromising,
situations, in violation of a few thou-shalt-nots.
The trial of a pair of faith charlatans is just getting underway in Charleston, South Carolina. Jim and Tammy Bakker,
real-life caricatures of their craft, are in deep trouble and
stand to do some serious penance if convicted. That is,
unless America's standard response to white-collar crime is
invoked.
Despite their alleged transgressions, Jim and Tammy have
proven themselves very able in a category most Americans
admire (if not worship). They have made reams of money for
themselves without guilt. Juries and judges alike have a
tendency not to lock this kind of human capital up, lest they
detract from the productive potential of the nation.
lffound guilty, the Bakkers should be dealt with to the full
extent of the law. It would be a crying shame if their
immorality resulted in anything less than harsh punishment.

Dedicate new student union to
Bish~p Middleton S. Barnwell
Boise State has a much richer tradition than detractors and
cynics give it credit for. Our history, from being founded in
1934 as Boise Junior College through various name changes,
presidents and enrollment explosions, is full of' exciting
figures 'and events. What is lacking is a way to make that
history available to the ave~age student.
It makes sense for the school to set aside space in a wellused building to exhibit photos, artifacts and biographies
_from important points in the past. The logical halls for such.
a display are in the Student Union Building. Students and
community alike would welcome a series of walls or a
.hallway devoted to university nostalgia.
But a 'far greater tribute is possible upon completion of the
renovation of that facility. The new student union-complex,
which will include the Special Events Center, offices for
student organizations and greater lounge and study space,
should be dedicated to the founder of Boise Junior College,
the Bishop Middleton S.-Barnwell.
It was Barnwell's vision, his dream of "an amazing world.
.. a thrilling pageant" that inspired the Episcopal ian Church to
support the college. As its first president, he tried to build an
institution not for profit; but "to acquaint one wi th life and the
'world of which he was a part."
'
in a nation troubled by' the' Great Depression, .Barnwell
'thought that the college should educate "a new type ofleader,
. one who sees life not in terms of power or wealth, but in terms
of service:" Although he only served for a few years, until
Eugene Chaffee was appointed president in 1936, his optimism was the birthplace of Boise State. Establishing the
Sarmvell Memorial Union is an appropriateexpression.ofhis

legacy,
And for those with an entertaining moniker in mind, the
Broncos would now have a union that could be affectionately
referred to in shorthand as "the barn."

Conspiracy and soul-searchlnq
Most of our conspiracies were the mid-1950's both politieal parhome grown. During the decades ties and most labor unions had
leading up to the Civil War, clergy- "expelled the left and agreed to fight
- men andpoliticians on both sides of the international Communist conthe Mason-Dixon line used their spiracy togeihcr~hand in hand. '
This makes Communist party
The looming crisis of Arneri- particular forums to denounce
secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev the
can politics is not a superficial tiling treachery against the Constitution.
greatest
threat
to American unity
like the fight over nuclear waste, Southerners saw an unholy alliance
abortion, nag bumingdeficitspend- of abolitionistsandNorthern indus- since the Civil War. The loosening
ing, or the national debt. What faces trialists destroyingboth the founda- of the Soviet grip in Eastern Europe
us as we enter a ncw century is Lionsof liberty and tile Southern and tightening of controloverChina
much more serious than any argu- way of life. Northerners feared the confuse Americans. The crusading
ment over a deteriorating environ- rising "slave power" that sought to impulses we inherited from our
ment, individual rights, or proper extend slavery and its immoral in- Puritanancestors, so longdissipated
fiscalpolicy.The great internationalnuences throughout the continent. against Soviet led treachery, must
communist conspiracy that has held The Civil War destroyed both plots, find new outlets. Americans must
prepare themselves for these imus enthralled during tile 20tll ccn- and led'to the founding of a new
pulses tobe turned,once again, upon
tury and created international is- conspiracy.
sues (or every president since
The second half of the 19t11 themselves, if reform in the Soviet
Wilson, now collapses before your century was an age of populism in 'Union reaches a successful conclueyes. The fuel of recent U.S. his- the United States. A post war indus- sion.
Recent history gives us some
tory-the Cold War-bums itself trial age emerged, dominated by
out. If the trend in Eastern Europe Eastern banking and financehouses examples of what form these imcontinues, America will need a new thatformedmonopolisticthrustsand pulses can take when turned inConspiracy.
, cartels in key sectors of tile ccon- ward. During the 1950's, a virulent
Thcconsplracythrcatwasnoth- omy. Turning wealth into power, form of demagoguery became
ing new when Lenin burst on the they squeezed the "little man' to his knownas t'AcCarthyismand directed
scene in 1917. American politics 'limit and he responded by seeing a .Amcrican 'secular, evangelism
have'orbited around various con- new conspiracy between banks and against the intellectual commuspiracies since tile founding of the .corporations against farmers and nity--an offshoot of the internarepublic. American historians are working men. By tile end of the tional conf1ict. At the' same time a
oftenenamored of theconcept, even century, the country was once again .rnovcrncnt 'to extend America's
to the ~oint of finding tileConstitu- happilydividedalongconspirational promise to blacks began culminattional Convention a conspiracy of lines.thcfarmandlabormovcmcnts -ing in the first Civil Rights legislaSouthern landed, aristocracy and connected to red International So- tion in the century. If Americans
Northern industrialists to insure tlic cialism with Capitalist industry and choose their issues with care, and
repayment of congressional bonds. banking arrayed against them.
treat their opposites with respect,
CharlesBeardalsouncovcrcd aeonHowever, Americans ulti- they can build a better world. If they
.spiracy ,in theRoosevelt Adrnini- mately drew together against tile choose blindly and disdain their
stration to leave Pearl Harbor vul- outside threat,The triumphof Com- antagonist's views, they can destroy
nerable to Japanese attack in order munism in Russia in 1917 and tile it.
to insure public support for theentry perfidiousformittookunderLenin's
. into World War II. The devil's the" successors finally united the nation
David Kennedy is an ASBSU
oryofhistory sells well in the heart- as it entered world' politics as a
lands.
leading power for the flrsulmc, By senator for the Graduate School

by David Kennedy
The University News
_-'--

Editor:

One of tilemore generic things
at BSU, Inc., is the name of our
belovednewspaper,Thequick make
-over from the"University News" to
.the "U News" last year was nothing
but a shoddy cosmetic job.'
.
Enough is enough-.Let us have
a paper with a real title, not one that
reminds you of the bargain brands
at Albertson's. I for one propose the
. "HoofPrinL" .
The 'possibilitiesare immense.
But of course any change, (besides
from one generic title.to another)
would be a positive move.
Clint Baines

BSUstudent
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Protect speech, not flag
vidual liberty .and most notably free
speech from the very people who
live in the "free country." Treating
. the American flag as an infallible
. There is perhaps no other symbol that is capable of representsymbol bred by American culture ing nothing but a rose-colored,
that has produced as many diverse America paving the way for world
meanings as has the American flag. democracy is as immature as amendOn the one hand, it represents a ing the Constitution because people
country that serves as the dcstina- say something George Bush does
tion of millions of people who wish not agree wi th..
to escape oppressive regimes, and
The supreme irony here is that
on the other hand it represents a in making America "stronger" by
nation whose. capital experiences a buttressing "national unity," free
murder every day, and where !tIe speech is to be taken away. It rcbodies of homeless people must be minds me of Napolcan, in George
stepped over.
Orwell' sAnimal Farm and how the
In both cases, the American original seven commandments were
flag, a piece of cloth comprised of slowly changed under the other
three colors, symbolizes both these animal's noses.
extremes. Aside from the symbolAs the Texas Supreme Court
ism placed there by people, the in- said in Texas v. Johnson. initiating
trinsic value of an American flag is measures to criminalize flag burnthat which themarket would bear ing is "related to the suppression of
for a piece of cloth dyed in red, expression,"whichdoesnotsitwell
white and blue. All meaning, how- with the First Amendment's "Conever "patriotic" or "American," it
gress shall make no law ... abridgbears is nothing more than we, the ing the freedom of speech."
people, place there.
Free speech is not something
We should not be surprised, that partially exists, A country cithough, over George Bush's rcac- ther respects free speech or suption to the Texas Supreme Court's presses it. Any amendment to the
decision to protect the First Amend- Constitution banning flag burning
ment in cases utilizing the symbol- is as much a critical blow to individism of the American flag. He be- uallibertiesasitisopeningthedoor
came President by wearing the flag. for the furthererosion offreespcech.
(Ironic how just twenty years ear- That, in itself, is the foundation of a
Iier Abbie Hoffman was arrested democracy.
..
for the same action.)
Whatever decision is reached
Bush's promise, however, to by the Supreme Court, one fact shall
force compulsory flag obedience not change: There arc those whose
upori us should, if anything, infuri- thought is guided by a symbol, and
ate and frighten every American those whose .thought can guide a
citizen, as it removes the ability for symbol. Any infringement on free
us to protest specilic actions with speech, regardless of the justificathe American flag. We can fly the tion used, should not only be eyed
flag whenever we wish, but under with suspicion, but fought against
no circumstances is the American before it is too late,
flag to be held in contempt such that'
Whatever your thoughts arc on
its physical nature or meaning be the subject, I challenge you to ataltered. This takes any meaning the tend the American Civil Liberties
flag may have originally hcldreUnion event "Passions and Politics
garding free speech away and rc- ~and the Value of the First Amendplaces itwith constraint.
ment" tobe held at2:30 p.m, in the
Thus; the American flag then Nez Perce of the Student Union on
comes to represent coercion-:-Iac~ . Saturday, Sept. 23. The Idaho
of freedom.
ACLU Chapter is featuring Barry
Upon their political pedestal, Lynn,legislative counsel for the
American conserVatives have had ACLU. Barry~works clo,sely with
the .luxury of pointing fingers at First Amendment issues and emalmosl every other couillry in the phasizcs free specch lay by drafting
world, citing infringement upon legislatJon in congress and various
I individual
liberties. Now, we see federal agencies.
.
'that same group trying to take indi::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
by Joel Sanda
Special to the UnIversity News

'Old Glory, banner of patriotism,
must be p-rotected
by Jay Beecham
" tion of the values and beliefs with Supreme Court at all. Legally, they
made the correct decision. How:
Special to The University News
.which this nation wasfounded,
2. She is also asourceof inspi- ever, I wholeheartedly support any
ration to people all over the world, efforts to propose or back a constiIs the actofburning the Amcri- as well as toose from within,0.!1r t~l.ionalaml'fldmcnt prohibiting the
burning of any national flag. The
can flag just another freedom of own boundaries.
expression that we all cnjoy here in
3. Today's flag, originally public desecration of a flag does not
the United States? The Supreme constructed on July 14, 1777, is a insult specific individuals or even
Court says yes, and legally, I have symbol of the ultimate sacrifice to governments lIS a whole. Instead, it
to agree. But don't you think we hundreds of thousands of fallen degrades an entire nation along with.
ought to change that policy? Don't American soldiers and their fami- their principles, traditions and valyou think we ought to draw the line lies. Whether it was right or wrong, ues.
In closing, I will point out that
somewhere and take a stand?
. heroic or cowardly, or even on this
Inmyopinion, thencxtamcndcontinent or that one, who has the patriotism seems to be making a
comeback and flag sales have inmcnt to the Constitution should right 10burn thatlastpicceofhonor?
. prohibit the burning of any national What other shred of rationale can be creased tremendously. I'm not
completely sure if that is- because
flag for any reason other than the given to their loved ones?
propcrccrcrnonial disposal of those
4. Our flag represents a docu- the American people arc proudly
flags. To me, the American nag mcntcompleted and ratified in 1789 displaying the symbol of our great
symbolizes far more than just the as well. A document whic!l guaran- nation or if they arc out feverishly
men and women who sit behind the tees us the right to desecrate th'll exercising their new-found constiofficial desks in Washington, D.C. very same flag along with every- tutional rights. It's probably a little
of both. I wish people wouldn't take
Theflagbumersontheotherhandthing else it stands for.
'
. please correct me if I'm wrong-:5. Finally, the United Statts so much for granted.
arc trying to make a statement of flag is still a banner of patriotism to
political protest to our government. those of us who still believe that this
I can't seem to find the logic in that. country is, and will continue to be,
approach. That type of action could the greatest sovereign nation in the'
be considered analogous to insult-. history of the world.
ing Bill in order to get Bob's aucnLet me remind those of you
tioil....:...in
other words, acting like a who do not feel the way I do that
horse's ass to get somebody to no- youhaveaconstitutionallyprolCCted
tice you.
righuo buya ticket (one way} to any
The American flag doesn't place in the world tllat you would
11
represent a political party or even rather be, and leave town. -If we
. any of the somewhat corrupt indi- choose 10 disagree with certain
viduals;specifically, who make up policies, there ate constructive asour gov~rnment. "Old·Glory," as it well as respectful ways to facilitate .
was once known, represents some- change. One doesn't go out and kill
thing far grcater, however intan- a bald eagle to protesl government
.giblc.
policy; why should you burn our
1. Our flag is a sentinel of free- flag?
dom under God and a representaI don't fault the finding of the

.1lI.,ltilr.~
~=~~S;~SS
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Symms: Flag burning notptotected .by First Amendment .
by Senator Steve Symms

. to defend and protect the right of gory Lee Johnson had gone too far.

Nobody; but nobody believes
more in free speech than Steve
Syuuns; It ·it weren't for my First
Arnendment right k> spCak put on
issues and ideas, I doubt I would be
a United States Senator today.
. I've.excrcised my right to free
s~h
vigorously in my day. At·
times I've criticized my government, my fellow Senators and
members of Congress, even' my
PrC:iident.Othcrtimes I'veusedmy
right to freespcech to applaud many
. ormoSt of the same people. .. if the nced arises, I will use all
.: o(myphyslcal arid mental abilities

.

,

and distinguish our country.
when other means of expressing
any or all who wish to exercise thCir
I strongly disagree with the
"No other American symbol," those ideas are readily available.
First Amendment righL'; of frce Court's decision and have joined
wrote Chief Justice Rhenquist on
Mr. Johnson had just about'
speech.
more than,40 of my Senate col- behalf of the Court's dissenting every conceivable ultemative availBut there comes a time when a . leagues in sponsoring a proposed' minority, "has been as universally able to him, not the least of which
person 'sactions go beyond the First Constitutional Amendment to cor- , honored as the flag." The Stars and was his ability to "voice" his con- .
'Amendment. Burning the 'Amed- rectit.
Stripes holda unique position as the , cerns.in a logical and coherent
can Flag is one of those times.
Over our 200-year history, Old symbol of our nation. ~.is precisely manner. In fact, John.son exercised
On June 21, 1989, a 5 to 4 Glory has come to be the symbol of- this Uunique position" which justi- his First Amendment rights by
.majority of the Supreme Court our nation. It signifies the "nation-. fies the federal and stale laws that vocally condemning the President
'overturned the conviction of Gre- hood and national 'unity" that the' prohibit flag burning.
and the country. That was and is his
gory Lee Johnson for violating a' Texas law, and similar laws in 48
While the First Amendment right. He wasn't punished for his
Texas statute prohibiting the dese- other states were intended to pro- protects the right of free expression ideas or his llction of voicing those
cration of the flat-; of the United tect. More than that, as Justice Ste- 'of ideas no rnaucr how repugnant ideas'. He was punished because he
States. Gregory. Lee Johnsol) had vens noted in his dissenting opin- ,they, may be, Americans should not went beyond "free speech" and
bumcd the flag. in a protest outsjde ion, the flag isa symbol offreedom,
have to tolemte the defilement of abused our most precious national
the Republican National Conven- equality,rcligiousfreedom,and
the ournationaldignitybybeingforced
symbol.Forthat,theSupremcCourt
. tion in Dallas, Texas in 1984. Gre- other novel ideals that charactcrize
towitl1Cssthe burning of ournng . should have upheld his conviction .
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Free

at BSU

tutormg

BSU students who. need to
brush up on their skills can get Cree
tutorialassislance .at two campus
drop-in centers.
.
Math and science tutoring is
provided Monday thrPugh ~riday
in theMatM3eology BiJilding,Rm.,
205. A posted 'schedufe will list
tutoring hours for. specific course
assistance. Most tutOring is done
with
groups. ",
The Writing Center, in the Liberal Arts Building, Rm., 220, provides assistance to allsmdents who
wish to improve their writing skills.
The center is'open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Thursday and
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday
The tutorial assistance program
also offers a tutor referral service
for any student seeking one-on-one
tutoring. For this service students
must pay ,tuirirs fees. .
, FQrmoreinfonnationcallEllie
McKinnon, tutorial services coor~
dinalor, 385-1679.

small

t

Ed

Continuing
classes

begin

Aug. 28
Learn to speak Chinese, identify Native American art and explore great mysteries of the Earth in
evening courses offered this fall
through BSU's Office of Continuing Education. Classes begin Aug.
28. Topics range from how to do a
computer powered job search to

-":-.-

..

beginning conversational Japanese.
Many classes do not require prerequisites.
Students also can earn college
credit from their homes wnh teleA tnTV ChanlVULr
courses aired·by v
nel 4. BSU faculty members are
available to answer questions about
the courses which include "Here's
to Your Health" 8nd Bill Moyer and
Joseph Campbell's ")iansfonnalions of Myth."
Registration continues Aug. 28
in the Continuing Educalion Pffice, Rin., 247 in the Library, and
students may register during the
fmt class meeting.
For information, pn fees and a
~lassschedule,ca1l385-1709or385.
3293.

.:
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p.m. Sept 6 in the Quad. Refresh. ments will be served and free commemorative posters will be distributed Students are encouraged to
attend.

'·Off··
•

. patton,

I.ce .OC.'CU .

I
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Job training
offered
People interested in office
occupations can receive ~ training and job placement if
meet
certai~ eligibility requirements
. through a' program sponsored. by
BSO and the Southwest Idaho PO-.
vale Industry Council.
":
'
, Students must be eligi1lle, for
Job TrainingPartnership AssiStance
and have a high school diploma or
.GED. If qualified: they may enroll
in an intensive 12-wcck course,
which includes instruction in typ'
D
in bookkeeping English and sPell- .
Foun der s ay
in:: filing, resu~e writing, office
celebration
set for
procedures, IBM PC computer
sept.
6
skills,l~keycalculator,interviewing teChniques and job search ass isOn Sept. 6, 1932, 78 young lance.
men and wome~ sat~orapo~aiton
The class isopcn entry!exitwith
the steps of therr ~~Iscopaban col- continuaJ. enrollments as .long . as
. lege. ~eY'oV.ereJomed by I.5fac-_Blace isavaila})le; ....
tilty memoers for the ph<iloonopen,For more information, contact
ing day of BoisduniorCollege.
Lezlie Ellard at 385~11l5, Jane
Fifty-seven years later, more Giles at 385-3353, or calltoll-frcc
than 11,OOOBSUstudentswillcele1-800.632-6586, ext. 1115.
brateFounder's~aywhichissponB s"ness
college
sored by Student Union and ActiviU I
ties. withaprogramofl930'smusic
sponsors
and good chcer at BSU.
conference
GibHochslraSserandhiseightpiece band will prefonn "57 Years:
Sources of capital and how it
Into the Future" from 12 p.m. to 2 can be obtained in Idaho will be the

ther

--

........

~.

focus ofth~ third ann~al Confer-ment
Center, 385·1640 or1~800ence of CaPital forma~on on Sept 225-3815..
•.~
28-29 at the BOise Hobday Inn.
Centennial
. The conferen~issponsoredCommission
seeks
.by the Idaho Business and Eco..
'.. '.'
•
nomic DevelopmentCenteratBS,U
local
hlstof!~S
in coope .GUV
ration with the U.S.' .Eco","orking on abookfor I~o's
nomic Development AdmlO~stra- centennial? The Idaho Centennial
lion, the BSU College of Busmess, COrnmission:"PublicationCommitand the Idaho Department of com- tee has seta Sept 15 deadline for all
merce.
.
.
'.·,proposaIs
byautltors and editors
~ afternoon ses.:n o~~~t
~ng
fmancial'sUPIJOl'! f~m \he
~ will focus ~n a cap; av~
I . committee for, the. publication of
lty study done 10 Idaho, and lDcl~e books and pamphlets for, the. centwo concurrent two-h~. wO.rk- ~ni8I celeb,ra!ion.
',
.
shops, Th~firstwolkshop, 'CapIta,!'
Thecommlt~hasencou~ed
Fonnalion: The Stale of the State,
I~o'
~muD1ti~
to. consld~r
will feature what ~ ~ done. to wnli?gthClr local hlstones, and IS
c~o.seapparentg~mcapltalaval~offenng $5~ ~ts
to help defray
billty 10 Idaho. Investment Capl- c<?Stsof prmung such books and
tal; What It Is, Where an~ Ho,,:to p~phl~.
.,...
.
Get It" will be a panel diSCUSSion
Apphcants IOterestcd m securforentrepreneursscekingcapital.
ingaSSOOlocalhis!Orypublicalion
On Sept, ~9,six. entrepreneurs
grant should"su~lllt. a ~roposallo
willpresenttherrbuslOe~planstoa
~ Centenmal PUblicauon~ Com~,
panel of experts who wl1Levaluate, mlttee. The request for fundlOg.also
and critique them., . '.
. should have the approval of el~er
Registration beforeSe~t25. IS the a~thor's coun~ C~ntenD1~1
$99 and will be $1~5 after th~t d~te. commlUCC or local h~stoncal SOCITh~~~e:..<!&yfcc IS $75, which 10- ety.The!500gran~wlllbeawarded
eludes lunch and a banquet Sept. when the manuscnpt g~s to press.
28.
Proposal applications are availBooth space will be available able by writing to the Idaho Centenfor entrepreneurs who wish to dis- nial commission, 217 W. Sta!C St..
play or sell their products or ideas. Boise, 83720; or by calling 345The booth fcc is $100 before Sept. 1990.
25, $150 ifregistered after.
For more information call
Connie Charlton or Jim Lanham,
statedircctoroftrainingfortheIdaho
Business and Economic Develop-

,Nothing you ne'ed...everything you want!
Gifts, jewelry, cards, magazines,
posters, housewares and assorted
twentieth-century items of interest.
All this and an espresso bar.

Art. Supply Co.
820 W. JEFFERSON
P.O. BOX 924
BOISE, IDAHO 83701-0924
PHONE (208) 343-2564·

ONE BLOCKNORTH

HOURS

1101 W. Idaho Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 344-5383

,M-F .7am"7pm
Sat· 9'i!m- 7,pm
,'Sun 9a.m-5pm

"

10% 011f On A~~SUppn~$

Thrrough Septemberf23.1989
Sa~e [?rr~ce~20% to 4lS% O'if11
Om Spec~(d
~tem$
~mc~ud~ng:
Art/Drafting Tables '
20% ,off
Chairs and Stools
20010off
Technical Pen Sets
4.00/0 off
. N6Y(sprintPads·· 18x24... 50 count , 45% off
. Strathmore Drawing,Pads ··18 x 24' 25% off
D'Arches140 lb. Watercol~tPaper
20010
'off
Windsor Newton #233
'15%
off
University Series Brushe~
15%' off

•••••••
=--=
--_ .._-....Con~emporaly Gifts & Espresso Bar
..

~

•

~

aRICKOV.EN"

'

IEANERY,:-':

_"'HOMEn

FAST
FOOD)"._

'''fOOD LIKE MY MOTHER
TRIED 'TO COOK'~

Philip Neville,' Jr.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.'

··SpeclaIBSU:Dlst:Ount

While Supplies .LaSti
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5th & Main in' 6idBoise
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pros-pect (pros'pekt')n. 1. Somethingexpected orforseen;
possibility. z.prospects Chances ror success.--v .. To explore or
search about. .

Lentz reviews Dirt 'Fishermen~:oth~rs
by David Lentz .
The, UniversifyNews

. I'm extremely-wealthy and 1 have
no friends. So I spent my summer
buying records and tapes and.then
listening to them all by myself and then
formulating opinions which,in the
general scheme of things, mayor may
not amountto much. But like 1 said, I :
. have no friends, A lot of free time:
know.
,'.'
..'

you

, Soul Asylum--elam Dip and
OIlier Dellg/IIS (Twin Tone)
Now. that Prince and the Replace.rncnts arc too huge to have a hometown,
· the golden boys of MiJ'meap01is are four
guys called Soul My,lum.Though .." .
veterarisof the biz; even their latest
release; Clam'Dip and Other-Delights,
is on the David-not-Goliath local Mpls.
label Twin Tone. Metal tendencies with
punk integrity, Soul Asylum's sound is
quhcconslstcm, each release being .
more of the same thing, a good thing, a
hard rockin', guitar-oriented, melodic
thing. Clam Dip goes bllCk a few Yllars,.
somewhat disowning the smartly'
.'polished lIang Time of '88, drawing
more on the power of the earlier Made
to Be Broken.·Clam Dip never loses its
wallop, probably because it's only six ..
songs long, making. it more like a Soul .
Asylum commercial than a true taste of
said punkers.

the Iong-timefrontman for punk heroes
HUsker Dii. Though he still wields the
same passionate songwriting as ever,
sonically MOlJld's Workbook falls Jar
from the crater left by Hfisker's explosion.The production is clean (Mould
did i~himselt),the dirt is washed away,
·the tempo slowed, and the vocals clear.·
.. 'Bob MoultJ.,-Workbook is the
propertitle ..This album is a collection
of songs, similar yet separate, built
·around Mould, his voice and his guitar.
Workbookis simple, solid, flowing and
unique: .

Royal Crescent Mol)~pi",
IIIe
World (Warner Bros.)
It sometimes rocks; often swings,
, jazzes, and even funks. But hey, even
the coldest of us gotta funk now and"
then.I guess it's four, four, four albums
in one. Identity and consistency be
damned; Spin the World is fun. It·has its
.weak moments, but the truly good songs
(you'll know them when you hear them)
arc enough to carry it through and
justify its .$9 price tag. ,
..'.
.Theo~nt\.l'~':Big Show/, is as .
funky as it gets. Thefact that-it's a song
aboutthesinger's moiher going to see
Sinatra and Tony Benneu at some . .
Vegas glam diveshows the Mob's wit
. and loveability. Nine more songs about
food, drugs, work, and love; each
teeming with fullyqu<ltablelyrics and
exotic-yet-Iriendlyharmonies make ..
Spin tbeWorl~a.good thing .. " _
Dirt Fishermen
.
So if you missed your thirty.gadjillion opportunities to see them at
the Zoo this summer, now r.0u can lake
, Ihern homewilh you. Here san
intelligent and well-made local product.
Lyrically, this tape smacks of social
consciousness and introspection and .
that's all. Lead singer Dave's versatile
vocals, sharing the duties with the
throats of other Fish Gina and K.T. on
songs withJittle stylistic consistency
make Dirl Fishermen an unpredictable,
enjoyable joumey.
Lyrics are induded; plus extensive
liner notes which include a group thank

you to "KIYS 92.3 FM-Boise's
Alternative Solution." Knock on wood.
AS for KIYS' dive back:into mediocrity,
what I heard was this: A group of ' .
, concerned fans of bad music got
.together and folded some ninety-two
point three million origami facsimiles of
Bon 10vi'shead 10 persuadelhe
-management of said frequency to stop
being interesting.
.

Bob Mould:'-Workbook (Virgin)
N() expectations, no disappointments. Forget the fact that Mould was

Uoyd Cole and the Commotions-:1984·1989 (Capitol).
In the span of about three and onehalf minutes, a pop, musician puts forth
.. what he has, crafted in whatever way he
knows and laced with hooks which may
or may notlin~er when the song is over.
In five years,' a man named Lloyd Cole
put.forth what he had, with more craft
· and sensitivity than any man before
him. The music of Lloyd Cole and the
Commotions immortalized itself, while
.' the Commotions themselves became but
another musicmOrtaIity. '.
. Lloyd Cole and Ihe Commotions1984-1989 is a.fitting tribute to a truly
great- band ..Here Cole's songwriting
genius, as though not already potent
enough,is condensed into the equivalent Cliffs Notes.on Lloyd Cole and
.. the Commotions. This is bino means a .
replacement for the Commotions
collection, but serves as a fine souvenir
for the' unfortunately ignorant

Hall calls Summer, '89 best
movie season in 50 years ,.
,by Cliff Hall_
The Unlversity News

not only made the Disney Corp. a ton of
money, but also entertained above and
beyond all expectation. Family fare
served wilh class on a grand scale.
, Robin Williams gave another,
outstanding acting job and Peter Weir;
the direclOr of such films as Witness,
The Year of Living Dangerously, and
The Mosquito Coast, brought an
inimediacY,'hoqesty and poignancy to'
Dead Poels thiltwill keep it a favorite
for a long time .

Oh my gosh, what a movie summer
it was! We had.a taste of almost
.
anylhing you might want, from lhe '
perfectly banal to the most exhilarating ..
And here in Bois~as
tomparcd to
.most everywhere else--we had to pay
five bucks a ticket forlhediversion!'
.
The summer started out with a
biggi~/ndlana
Jones and the Last .
:1
Temptation of Christ ..• No,lhat'snot
I~~,!,;,
right. It was Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade and what a show! Since its
premiere in May;themovie has
remained playing at the Egyptian
Theater lhe whole season and it holds
the.record for longest run in Boise of all .'
the summer releases. It's a quality
.
production; Spielberg's final film
.
chapter to Lucas' 'second film trilogy
· des,erves lhe'lenglhy run. '.
.
The biggest money maker so far,
though, has been Batman, Tim Burton's
River Phoenix., ID.lndiana
· extraordinary,darlcvision of lhe Dark
Jones and- the Last O'usalte
Knight comic. Michael Keaton was
terrific in a difficult role, the special'
effects and Danny Elfman's score were
Rick Moranis' turn as a modern
superb, and Kim Basinger was lovely.
"ab~nt minded professor" with his
But the most distinguishing aspect of .
. father/scientisllnerd role and the, " .'
, BaimiIJI was, of course, lhe performance
brilliant sp'ccial effeCts gave Disney a
.by Jack N~holSOnas theJok~. N~ one
true "famdy mm" w~th Honey and yet it
can even come. close tOlOuching hiS'
still pr:ovedlO be ~fun
to audiences
comic portrayal of slJeer berserk danger.,
without families. ; • Both of ~
.faI"!s.
'., llo~y, I Shrunhhe Kids aridDeaiJ , . have proventhemse1ves by bngenng f.Il
~Pbm"l1cf~'Il1'ajm'~~ibat-···
"'....tI!eatm'81homlfl'el":"
.

.f;~
l~_,

,It was,adniiUedly, a seaSon of
group.We were cheated! And that's
sequels. Many turned a profit And
what hurt the most while watehing
· many found audiences even larger than
Ghostbusters II.
.
their predecessors. Lethal Weaeon II,
Of the rest, Great Balls of Fire
with Danny Glover and Mel Gibson
crashed and burned (but Dennis Quaid
returning as buddy/cops, was a hoot and
will survive). The newest Friday the
a half. And, except for a dodge into
.13th flick, Jason Kills Everyone, died.
silliness IOward the end wilh "Knockin'
License 10 Kill sailed through without
on Heaven's Door" being played while
much of a hitch lhough the studio
Mel tried 10 buy the farm, I felt it was
expected much more from past box .
one of the best action films of the'
office experience. Turner and Hooch
year-notjust
the summer. It was a lot
didn't offend as many Tom Hanks fans
offun to watch and I can't wait for the
asThe 'Burbs had. And finally, the
video release.
Karate Kid Pari III lhrew in the towel
We weren't wilhout our movie
for what I hope is the last time.
disappointments unfortunately. The first
Another smallish film that attracted
we had 10 resist was the Clint Eastwood
rather large audiences was Ron
turkey, Pink Cadillac with Bernadeue
Howard's pleasant diversion into lhe
Peters. Does anyone remember that
thanklessjob of being a father or
Memorial Day weekend release? (If you
mother in today's world with Parentdo, don't tell anyone ... )
hoo<J.This film is packed full of so
.' But the biggest flop turned up in
many great performances-especially
the form ofStor Trek V: The Final
Dianne Wiest's and Steve Martin'sFrontier, the.only one of that series to
that it's guite worth the price of
:
be as boring
it was difficult to Watch.
admission. And even with its somewhat
William Shatner almost directed and the
cloying, overly convenient ending, .
·cast practically got away with performParenthood. stood up 10 a summer filled
·ances so frightening that even theirOWI.l
-with speeialeffects, car chases and .
families·had 10 ron away in terror. I
gore. 11$time had obviously come.
.
guess the only good thing about The.
. " Overall, I think we just witnessed
Final Fronlierwas that it only lasted
what maf·have been the best movie
115 minutes.'
summ~ ~ 50 yCars.There was at least
. And it \vas an all-out crime 10 see
one film for every sort of taste and the
the likes of Bill MurTay,Sigoumey.:·
quality was generaIly quite high. lean
Weaver, Dan Aykroyd and~ rest
' remember thinking there was at least
being·sbown.up br ~upporting player
one movie playing each, week tha~ I
Peter McNichol,a dramatic actor who
wlll!ted 10 see. And that s somethmg.
was, up 10 now, not known for his
Beheve me.
camic.sensibilities.I mean, justlhinlt..Qf ._.. _, ::::::::~::~:~:::::::;::::::~~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::;;:::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;::'
h'!!801' poiential in that

as

·tI1c:~

byC~W~s
the UnIYMIIY News
,A desperate but resolute
madness haunts the music of
Zvuki Mu, one of a group of
Russian rock bands with recent
records being released in the
United States. Among them,
Zvuki Mu is perhaps the most
ouu'e, having recently played
New York with Ralph Records
baffling neurotics, the Residents.
But while their music recalls the

urban despondency of the late
seventies British punk bands, it
, scales from rattling Slavic surf
riffs to "!tpassioned proletariat .

party marches and manages to
throw in good measures of lawn
chair jazz and ghost town disco to
create a dense, darkly florid
sound.
.yocaIist Peter Mamonov
dilates in moans and commands, a
view of modern Russia not readily
available to the West before
recent changes in the Soviet
political climate. But while the
view seems somewhat dismal:
"It's so easy to imagine winter/ if
your cold inside ... ", they are
apparently glad for the opportunity to express it, and one of the
kmdmemberseventhaWffi
Premier Gorbachev in the L.P. 's
liner notes. The above quote is
from the English translation of
"Zima" (Winter), a song that
could be an easy dancehall hit
with its throbbing bassline and its
crystaline synth accent that
somehowgives a sense of the
impersonal regimentation of
Soviet daily life-in few sharp
strokes.
'

a

ACTIVIST
Idaho Citizens Network.is'hiring
FULL-TIMESTAFF for community
outreach, .education, & fundralsing.
Career opportunity, great hours for
students. CALL 385-9146

. Excellen.t production is provided throughout by BriariErio
with explicit attention to detail;
every note is defmedand re- .
stQlined, building:~ tautness that
makes Mamonov's abrupt bellows

jar to the bone. I have no doubt
that this record will be considered
a classic in some circles of King
Crimson and Tangerine Dream
fans; longtime fans of Joy
Division tYPe of suicidal ennui
will be pushed one step closer to
the brink though, so fair warning.
This will be a great band to
I watch, they have immense talent
and are able to evoke vivid aural
atmospheres in minimal measures.
One wonders how far this genius
would proliferate in more
optimistic circumstances. For a
look at the fire without a
smokescreen, this one is worth
your 'rubles, comrade.

Healey.plays solid ·blue's.
by Mark P. Jones

Yes, this record has been out
has a very strong mainstream
for a few months now, but you
.. appeal. Noteveryone may enjoy
must cut us a little slack. College.
listening to the blues: Still, this
newspapers have the unfortunate
album offers somethmg for most
habit of halting publication during ; Many of~e c.uts ha~e. an upbeat
the summer months. Besides.with pace, while sulL retammg a blues
the opportunity to see this talented feel.
.
musician here in Boise this week . ,The
album opens With the cut
what beuer time to give a listen ~ "Confid~nce Man." The so.ng, one
his first album?
o~ two hits for the band. wnuen by
See the Light is a mixture of
Hiatt, has a strong movmg bass
material written by Jeff Healey
part that grabs hold and ~gs you
and others, ranging from the hits
throug~. Ov~r th~ top of this .
"Confidence Man" and "Angel
H~e~ s g~ltar sl.ngs out, workmg
Eyes" by John Hiatt, to "Blue
with his voice as If another lead
Jean Blues" by ZZ Top and
singer: "I can talkold ladies out of
"Hideaway" by Freddie King.
a~1th~lr mon~Y/i can talk young
The band is a solid sounding
girls into calling-me honey/Y ou
trio, with Jeff Healey on guitars,
can talk all you want but I got fast
Joe Roekman on bass and Tom
hands/Go and be a soft touch but
Stephen on drums. The group
I'm a confidence man."
sought the help ofothers on some
~e other Hiatt song: "Angel
of the songs to give them that
Eyes~ sho~s off Healey s voice,
"just right" sound. But the
He gives a strong performance
additional studio musicians only
with ~.isballad: "What did I dol
provide the orchestration or
what did I say/to turn your angel
backing vocals they don't carry
eyes my way?" ,
the band. No o~e was used
Six of the twelve songs from
throughout and most appeared
See the Light were written by
only once.'
Healey. The song "Nice Problem
to Have" is a classic blues guitar
piece; no vocals and no vocals
-.Illmnps0n..!/. INC,
necessary. The guitar "sings" the
melody throughout the song. It
has the sound and feel of an
1707 Broadway
improvisational jam session, and
344-5180
all the components of a blues tunc

r--:======:------:..y-:------,
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SETS START AT $25.00
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Are you finding it difficult to
juggle your home and family
with yo~ school schedule?
Well, let Marr!ott·.Dlnlng SelVlces

- save .you time and money
With Marriott's 10 Plus Program you
choose any 10 meals from a very diverse
menu. Each-meal includes unlimited
servings of entrees, beverages, salad bar,
and desserts. These balanced and nutritional
meals are prepared by a professional staff.
Additional meal cards available
throughout the school year.

The Jeff Healey Band has
given us a goodsolid blues album
with See the Light, yet the album

.'
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with syncopated rhythm and runs
up and down the blues scale. ,
"Blue Jean Blues" provides
Healey with yet another chance to
.show off his solo guitar skills. The
song rises and falls with,
I climaxes that drop back to .
I just the drum and the bass, giving
Healey yet another chance to
I build the intensity. ThaCs what is
I called a Healey original, s!lowing
I off just what he can do notonly
I the guitar but with his voice. He
: has a rich clear tone to his voice.
which accents the mood in the
I song. You feel his words as welI
as hear them.
I
"Angel Eyes" and "That's
What They Say" arc love songs
and Healey m3kcs you fccl what
he is singing about. "Sec the
Light,"thetitle cut, is another
Healey original. It is a fastmoving, up"beat picce and should
be yet another hit for the band.
Healey's guitai style is truly
unique. Bam with eye cancer,
Healey has been blind since he
was only a ycarold. He lOOkup
the. guitar at age threc and found
the "normal" way of holding the
instrument uncomfortable and .
started playing with it laying
across his lap. This has allowed
him to use all four fingerS and his
thumb to form the chords.
The Jeff Healey Band will
will be in Boise August 30 at the
Boise Memorial Stadium for an
outdoor concert with the band
Little Feat TheJeffHealey Band
and Little Feat concert is sponsored by Madd Maxx productions.
Tickets are $13 and $11 and are
availablc.from all Select-a-Scat
outlets. If you have the chance. go
. . see.Jeff Healey and his band,or at
"r!~s~~iX~,~fe.~~,u~.illisten,

-------------_~----J
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Poundstone cracks upfreshmen
----......;.--.-.:.---..;..
by Will Spearman
The University News
Comedienne Paula Poundstone
has atheory about nuts. She's
convinced that people who eat
them vote Republican. It's a ,
major conspiracy. Unfortunately,
she can't persuade anyone else to
believe it. Poundstone can,
however, convince people to
laugh, and last Friday that's
exactly what she did.
It was nearly a full house at the
Special Events Center when
Poundstone sheepishly took the
stage to entertain new freshmen
participating in Boise State's Fall
Orientation program. "How many
people here are incoming freshmen?" Poundstone inquired.
.When the timid 'new recruits'
lifted their hands into the air,
Poundstone couldn't help but
laugh herself, "Great, they raised
their hands ... isn 't that the cutest
little thing you've ever seen?"
Between sips of Diet Coke,
Poundstone pondered arithmetic
problems, families, sex, politics,
even the dangers of snack foods
(proudly showing off a recent scar
she'd obtained rescuing Pop Tarts
fromthe broiler). 'Nutraswect'
was responsible for her short term
memory ioss, she declared,
suggesting that such a condition
should be considered "Presidential Eligibility." Poundstone
proclaimed 'Twinkics' the
ultimate snack food danger,
however, saying they lacked the
germ-proof protective chocolate
coating inherent in proper
"healthfood ...
Poundstone carried on with the
audienco for over an hour,
delivering her laid-back commentary with 'dead-pan' accuracy.
-.", Improvising with unnerved
.
"raience members, she offered
Th~s bits ,()neverything from
'Alice:1h~nc~,{"I
wan~o do
lifting("It isRvle ) to ~elg~t..
rt.irs a
d ecision"), It wa
,
reference to Kuna, th hmthU"s
.
at
really set Poundstone of~
"Doesn't 'Kuna' sound like' .
someone who helped Steve McGarrett from Hawaii 5-Q?", she.
inquired.
. Poundstone came from a small
town herself, growing up not far
from Bostoh,Massachusetts. But
the 29 year-oldl:qmedienne
.
skipped out on high~rool early
to tell jokes along the '<est Coast.
In 1979, San Francisco
a
comedy up-and-comer's dre' ,
and after two years of club wo
Poundstone signed on with the
prestigious management group
that handles Robin Williams.
Williams has often been credited
for 'discovering' Poundstone, as
well as putting her on Saturday
Night Live for her first major
television appearance.
Eight years later, Poundstone
still makes the comedic rounds,
Buckle Up,

jesting between the club Circuit,
.. guest-appearances on cable TV,
Late Night With David.Letterman, and The Tonight Show.
Playing colleges, however, is a
relatively new formatfor Poundstone, whose appearance at Boise
State was sponsored by the
Student Union and Student
Activities Office.
Maureen Sigler, Student Union
AssistantDirector, was hoping'
the Spec. Center's "intimate
setting" - 450 seats- would'
encourage Orientation participants
to usc free passes for the comedy
show. "We wanted this to be a
privilege for the new students,"
Sigler said. An estimated 350
students involved in the orientation attended, while tickets for
remaining 'general admission'
scats went on sale late Friday
afternoon.
With almost every seat in the
house taken, it was no surprise
when Poundstone gave up hers, .
center stage. "I feel the fetal
position coming' on," Poundstone
joked, then took to the floor for an
Oliver North inspired 'puppet
show/performed by her new,
shiny red cowboy boots. (Three
weeks of Texas comedy clubs had
"developed.an unnatural boot
need," Poundstone said.)
Back on her feet, Poundstone discovered that a movie would follow
her performance. "I'm opening for
'Rainman'T" she asked in mock
horror, "I always thought I was
'Rainman, just without the math
ability." And even though the audience might have happily forsaken
the film for more of the
comedienne's bizarre insight, Paula
Poundstone was finished. (Maybe
with just enough time to checkout
the nuts in Kuna before her departing flight?!)

Paula Poundstone gets Into a weIrd mood (below)
AUg .. 25 at the SPEC. j:>oundstone:\Yhoha~..::'Ppeared on late Night and The Tonight Show; gats
back to normal (right).
.
:':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':::':::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:.:;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::.:::;:;:;:;:;:;~:
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You're looking ata pro.
Ho'. doing more Ihan m.klng
good grad... Ho'. making good
monoy, and gaining valuable
experience.
Working perl·llme
o a. an agenl for Norlhwest Mutual
Lite I. a challenging Job Ihal
bullde a tUlure while paying off
'1!2W. Many 01 our colleg. aganl.
ara making a 5-ftgura Incomo.
Only Northw8ll1 MUIl/al.agonlo .
"'-an handl.'
Norlhw •• lorn
P"'wcl..
II'. on. reallon why
Nor 8IIlorn Mulua' haG Ihe
hIgh..
rcanfali.ol.graduat ..
In Ih. 'nlry,
and Ihe IOWll.1
perconlagooi luml)lIor. II you'",
good; Iho' 'loa.lbliii,..
.r.
unlimited.
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ROBERT F. RICE, CLU .
GENERAL AGENT
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAl
P.O. BOX 8672
BOISE, ID 63707
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Mon ••Sept. 4.
8PB Film. Pelle the
.SPEC.

MOD., Aug. 28
Classes begin!

Wed., Aug. 30
Little Fep,t with Jeff Healey in
concert, 8 p.rn .• The Boise Memorial
Stadium. Tickets are $13 and $11,
available at all Select-a-Seat outlets or
at the Stadium box office.

SPB film, Lethal Weapon. 8 p.m .• SPEC.
All SPB-sponsored films are free to BSU
students with activity cards. $1 for BSU
faculty and staff and high school
students and $2.50 for the general
public. Cartoons will be shown before
all films.
The Tree People in concert. with
special guests the Dirt Fisherman.
Psychic Knot. Caustic Resin and.
Warehouse. 8 p.m.• The Zoo. Tickets are
available for $5 In advance at the Record
Exchange and $6 at the door. All ages
will be admitted with alcohol being
served to those over 21.

Sun., Sept. 3
SPB rom. Andy Warhol's Bad. 8 p.rn ..
SPEC.
Metallica with Faith No More in
concert. 7:30 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets are
$15 In advance. $16 day-of-show, from
all Select-a-seatoutlets.

;'
f

.-~

Conquerer,

8

Football. BSU us

p:iU..

Wed., Sept., 6

Last Day to register except by
petition.
Last day to drop/add
without.
professor's
signature.

'"

.Sat., ~pt. 9

lAbor Day hoBday. No •.cla~~s.

Fri••Sept. 1

'.. .

6 p.m.,' Stadium.: I
reception, 4:30 p.
Building On Broac
Bronco Stadium; :
Alumni Assoclatlc

BSU Founder's
Day. 57Y~ars: Into
the Future, noon 102 p.m.• Quad. Glb
Hochstrasser performs with a five -plece
band. Free refreshments and
commemorative
posters.
Beyond Therapy, an adult comedy
sponsored by theBSU Theatre Arts
Majors Association, 8 p.m •• Morrison
Center Stage II. Tickets, avallable at
the door. are free to BSU students with
activity card, $4 general admission,
$2.50 for other students and seniors.

Thurs., Sept. 7
Beyond Therapy,
Center Stage II.

8 p.m., Morrison

Fri., sept. 8
BSU Faculty Artist Series, An
Evening with Schubert, featuring
Lynn Berg and Del Parkinson. 7:30 p.m .•
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Free for
BSU students. $4 general admission and
$2 seniors.
-

Beyorid Therapy,
Center Stage II.

Sun., Sept. 11
SPB film, ShemlQ
SPEC.

MOD., Sept. ]
Last day for 100
complete wlthdi
Last day to appl
Insurance
Refur
SPB film, Pelle til,
SPEC.

The Jeff Healey Band

Thurs., Aug. 31

,)

M.E.Ch.A. recruitment
picnic. a gettogether for hispanic students and
others interested In hispanic culture.
Free food. games and Information, 5
p.m., Julia DavisPark, near the tennis
courls. Call Student Special Services, at
385-1583. for more Information.

35th Annual Art in the Park,
sponsored by the Boise Art Museum,
,JUlia Davis Park, througli Sept. 10.

Wed.• Se:

Beyond Therapy,
Center Stage II.

BSl:1Studer
10:30 a.ttt.;1

8 p.m., Morrison

Metalllca

Beyon,d Therapy to be staged at BSU Sept. 6 - 9
by Carole White leather
The University News

To welcome students, the nsu
Theatre Arts Department is presenting
Christopher Durang's Beyond Therapy,
Sept. 6-9 at8 p.m. on Stage II of the
Morrison Center.
Directed by senior theatre arts
student Cliff Hall, the play centers on
, Bruce and Prudence who have placed
'ads in a newspaper looking for romance. Complications abound as both
of their therapists try to wreck whatever
relationships the two try to build.
Hall says it's definitely for adults
only and hopes the audience will accept
tlie productionfor what he and his cast
are trying to produce. Because of the
strong language and the intimate
relationships in which the characters arc
ipvolved, Hall feels audience members
might tnke it all too seriously, hopefully
not.
.
"... the characters in this play arc
. outrageous people
I'm not after any
social significance
I Wantlhe
audience to be entertained ... huve a
good time," said Hall. However,
Beyond Therapy. docs represellt a risk.
It's no the sort of "family fare" Hall has
been known to be involVed with in the
past. This is why he forewarns his
potential audience to kick back and
enjoy the ride, however bumpy it gets.
The plays is full of sex-tnlk, a male
lover, an egotisticallherapisl, a restnu·
rant wilhout waiters and a gun.
.
Theatre Arts Chair, Stephen Buss, is
not worned even though lhis subject
seems lo be popping up on a daily basis.
Buss views Durang's plays as good
social commentary on today's attitudeS
and social mores. He said the studenLs
will be able to rclate to the characters in
Beyond Therapy and the production
win create interest in the Theatre Arts
program.
"Durang is extremely funny while
being able to get to lhe meat of conli'm-

porary thought. And we have a responsibility at the university level to look at
our culture ... to study itand Durang
docs this in a funny way," said Buss.
On the other hand, Phil Atlakson,
Theatre Arts Assistant Professor docs
not think Durang's piny is all that
shocking. "It is what it is .. social
'satire. If you're going to be successful
as a social satirist. you're going to have
to send up things that people cherish, he
said.
Atlakson said it can become a game
of sorts. "People come expecting to be
shocked and a few invariably arc ... I
think if you (10 your work and do it '
well, people are prepared to.meet you
and accept (he work.'
The Idaho Shakespeare Festival
found out just how controversial .
Christopher Durang can be during their'
1984 production of Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains-It All For YOll. which takes on
Catholicisl]1. According to former
Fcstival artistic director Mark Cuddy,·
not only \Vere lhere irate phone calls to
the Festival offices,'and lellers of
protesllo StnlCSmaneditors, a stnte
representntive tried lo whip up enough
controversy to gel stale arts funding
revoked from the ISF. Cuddy stlid thal
all the negative press turned led to '
increased ticket sales for the show.
There is still anolher play by
Durang that Hall would like to get his
hands on: The Marriage of Bette and
Boo. Critics claim lhis play is semi.
autobiographical, and Durang played
"himself," who is the character Malt, in
the New York Shakespeare Festival's
1985 production.·
Hall and his cast of six community
and student actors are well inlo produe. tion. Mallhew Frantz has snared the w'
. of Bruce; Jcnna Gline has been east",
Prudence and Dr. Stuart Framingt-ln
will be portrayed by Kevin Tro~t.•
Other cast members include ...tudta
Scott, Dyke Taylor and Sk;Jerry.
Tickets are free to B~ students
with activity cards,$46enem. I
~
admission and $2.~or semors

Dyke Taylo;.lett. Matthew F;antz and Jenna Gllne rehearse a
scene from senior fheatre arts major Cliff Hall's production of
Christopher Durang's Beyond Therapy. The show can be seen
Sept. 0 - 9 on Stage II of fhe Morrison Center. Curtain Isat 8 PM,
:.:.:.:.:.:.:..:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:~:.:.:~:~:.:.:~:;:~:.:;:;:.:.:;:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:.:;:;:;:;:;:::.:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:.:.:;:.:;::::;::;:;:.:.:::;:-:
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J us. Stephen Austin State,
m, Pre-game champagne
) p.m., University Quay
roadway across from, ....
un, Sponsored by the BSU
latlon.,
'

AUg.' 28- Sept. 30

Sept •.4 - 22

CharUe Carter' painting ~nd
photography ezhlblt. open during
Student Union hours. ill the Student '
Union Bolsean Lounge. An artist
reception will be held from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Sept 2 In the Lounge.
Carter. who combines
surrealism with abstract elements In his
work, Is Influenced by renowned artists
, Salvador Dalt and Joan Mlro.

Ipy, 8 p.m., Morrison
II.

.,

'

.10
rmon's March. 8 p.m.,

"Mub/NeceuuY Ritual."

Intricate pen and Ink drawings by
Stephanie Wilde of Boise, and' ceramic
work by 10 former Boise State students,
In the BSU Gallery of Art In the Liberal
Arts BUilding. .The ceramists are former
students of BSU art professor John
Takahara. They are: JullaArriaran,
Karen Bowlden, Holly Elquezabal, Bob
Hobson, David Holsinger, Rick Jenkins,
Kerry Moosman, Cralg SofaIy. Jim
Stoehr and Mike Thorton. '
Gallery hours are 9 a.rn, to 5 p.m.
Monday through FrIday and 1 p.m, to 5
p.rn, Saturday and Sunday. There WIll be
an artists reception Sept. 1 from 7 p.m, '
to9 p.m. "

SCulpture by Julia Ardaran

e. n
."

100%refund for
thdrawal from classes.
apply for Student Health
efund,

Ie theConquerer, 8p.m ..

painting by CharUe Carter

ASBSURecolJR1.ted Clubs and Organiiations may
publish IJ.C date, time and place of their scheduled
meef:.c·gfor the upcoming week in this space. To do so,
come to the University News Office between
11am - 4pm
Monday - Friday
and fill out a meetings form ..

Sept. 19 - 23

Sep~.13
I1dentConvocatlon. 9:40 ttt.;'M~n1son Center.

,

,.ntng Celebrations.
BSU HO~%ore
It Now.,
12?"'/

Information,

Do

call 385-

1988-89 Faculty Artist Series to
,debut' with Schubert review Sept. 8
BSU Vocal music professor Lynn Berg, baritone, with Del Parkinson, piano,
will present "An Evening of Schubert" at 7:30 p.rn. Sept. 8 in the Morrison Center "
Recital Hall.
I
The concert will showcase such well-known Schubert songs as "The Trout:'
"Death and the Maiden" and other favorites.
Franz-Peter Schubert was born in Austria in1797~ He wrote a wide variety of
music, composing more than 600 songs and was perhaps the leading composer of'
lieder. German art songs. He died in 1928.
The concert is the first of the 1989-90 BSU Faculty Artist Series. Tickets,
avaiJableatthedoor;'ar~
free to BSU students, $4 general admission and $2 seniors.
For more information. call the BSU music department at 385-1771.

Celebrate 57th anniversary 'of BSU,
at Founder's Day party on Sept. 6

, I

t

,

"

Already infor;:nation is being ,
leaked about the next Monsters of Rock
tour, and while the top act hasn't yet
been announced, the word is 'if the loan
September lst is the day that
comes through ... well, I won'truin a '
good surprise.
.
.
divides Boise from its splendor as a
town graced by trees, The Trees, as
,'The rest of the lineup for the show
underground groove-rockers the,
this Friday at the Zoo showcases the
Treepeople are known to their admirers,
vast wealth of unlapped talent in'
,
part ways with the great Boise source of Boise's underground music scene. The
inspiration and head to greener pastures
hardworking Dirt Fishermen will also
later this month when they relocate to
take the stage-to prove why 5,000,000
Seattle, Wash. The band plays their
fans can't be wrong.
"
'
much-awaited last performance on
Psychic Knot, whose recent video
maybe familiar to regular watchers of
Friday, Sept. 1 at the Zoo as a benefit
MTV's "Hcadbangers Ball:' will play
for Seattle's homeless, andsoon to be
homeless.
and offer tips on safe sex: TIle relatively obscure Caustic Resin will play
Actually, this is the last opportunity
their first show since their Miracle
to see this great band before the spoils
Tour.
'
of success put too great a chasm
And no happening event would be
between the musicians and their fans.
complete witllOut the revamped
",
Indeed,this maybe the lasl opportunity
to see the Treepcople without the aId of Warehouse, who pick lip where the Box
binoculars, full-fleged orchestral,
Tops left orf and whose new singer has
thousands of records in his own
support, andwithoul a S30ticketto sit
collection.
'
in the chcapscalS.
.
'
by Cory Wees
The University News

",

. On Sept. 6, 1932. 78 young men and women sat for a portrait on the steps
of their Episcopalian college."15 faculty members joined them. smiling and squinting
for the photo on opening day of Boise Junior College.
'
On Sept 6.1989, fifly-seven years after that first portrait was taken, BSU
will celebrate Founder's Day.with a program "of 1930's music featuring Gib
.
Hochstrasser and his five-piece band. Refreshments will be served and a limited
number of free commemorative posters will be distributed, 57 Years: Into the Future '
will take place in the Quad from noon to 2 p.m.'
,

SPB

film series to open with,

Mel Gibso~ in Lethal Weapon'
'I1Jc

BSU Student Programs Board 88-89 film series will show Lethal

Weapoh, starring Mel Gibson and Danny Glover, on Sept 1 and 8. Andy Warhol's
Bad plays on Sept. 3. Warhol's film is a satire of middle-class morality and features a
Queens housewife leading a gang of hit women in this comedy.
Pelle the Conquerer Shows Sept. 4 and 1L The story of an aging Swedish
farmer who, with his young son Pelle, migrates to Denmark in search of a better life,
.this movie was the winner of the 1989 Academy Award for best foreign film. "If
WoodyAllen made Gone With the Wind" is howPcople magazine described
Sherman'sMarch,a
comedy screening'on Sept to. All films start at 8 p;m: in the
Special Events Center and cartoons will play before each feature. SPB films ate frcc
to BSU studenlS with activitycarels; $1 faculty, Slaff and highschool studelll~,md
$2.50 general.
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by Sharon Mackey
In order to safeguard the
reputation of my family. it is
necessary for me to remain
anonymous. I will call myself
"wife number two." Only in this
way I am able to confess, and to
admit my shame and embarrassmenlo I once owned a sofa that
was a monument to bad taste, and
I picked it out myself.,
My. story is a common one; I
was young, rebellious, and
inexperienced. I fell victim to the
,blandishments of a smooth- ,
" talking furniture salesman. "This
.btl. verv 'distinctive model," he
said, indicau"j!, the sofa at which I
was staring in amaze .... .". "It is
definitely the right piece to
express your individuality, to help
you to stand out from the crowd."
He went on to explain to me that
this remarkable sofa, whichwas
very expensive, was gf the highest
quality; it was made by one of the
country's foremost manufacturers

of home furnishings. Surely. I
Certainly, I reasoned naively, a
must be familiar with the
sofa as costly and well-made and
company's reputation? They did. exciting as this one had to be in
after all, advertise in all the finest
excellent taste. A furniture
horne decorating magazines. Not company of such fine repute, a
wishing to admit my ignorance of company that advertised in all the
home decorating magazines, I
major decorating magazines,
merely nodded agreement,
would not build and sell anything
As the salesman talked, I gazed
that was not in the finest of taste.
at the sofa. It was distinctive. it
I succumbed; I bought the sofa.
was bold, it was exciting. In all of
I loved that sofa, and I was very
my short, sheltered life, I had
proud of it for over a year. I even
never seen anything like it;
decorated the rest of my living
certainly not in my parent's
room to match it. Then one day I
' house, nor in the homes of their
looked at my sofa with new eyes,
friends. "But my parents are old,
and I really saw it for the first
and their friends are old," I said to time. It was distinctive. It was
myself. "Their furniture is as
gaudy; it was embarrassing,
stodgy and unimaginative as they
The sofa squatted there,
are. I want my home to say that I grotesque on its carved wooden
am young, lively and imaginative;
legs, as if it was gloating over
I want my home to say that I stand' how easily the salesman had
i,., from the crowd."
fooled me into thinking that '
The i>a...~manstressed once
expensive was synonymous with
more that the
was expensive,
tasteful-gloating over how long it
,and extremely wellli.,.,p' He told
had taken me to see the truth .:
me that, in reality, I WOlJ10 ~,
The sofa was red and black
purchasing more than just a sola",
crushed velvet; it was large, boxy
would be purchasing an heirloom.
a.., ;1\ proportioned. It had
Il,-,"'l

carved wood across the back and
side panels. and carved wood
finials on the comers that looked
like squashed pineapples. Its
garish colors and pretentious style
would not, I imagined, have been
out of place in a bordello.
I was horrified. For months '
after I made my traumatic
discovery, I could not greet a
guest in my home without
cringing in embarrassment at my
own folly. Every time I looked at
that sofa, I wanted to change my
name and move to another state.
My friends and family were
supportive, however, and in time I
was able to live down my mistake.
, The salesman may have misled
me about cost and taste being
synonymous, but he was truthful
about the sofa's durability. It
lasted longer than my marriage
did. Wife number three inherited
it; she hates it more than I ever
did. I guess some clouds do have
a silver lining.
:::::::;::::: ~:::::::::::::::::: :::;::::::::::
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Physics'L;';';c:on

"

by Carol Schiess

Fiction
Photos
Poetry
Art

HOUSE INTHESUBUR BSNEWCARINSURAN CEFU RNTIURE
PI ANOTR I PA BROADS KIA PPLI ANC ES FR I QGE RAT 0 RS
, STEREOBIGSCREENTVSCO OTERMOTOR CYC LESCRU ISE
VIDEORECOR DER
ANSWERINGMACHINE
MICORWAVEOVEN
COLORTELEV lSI ONS
WI NDSURFER POOLTABLEVI DEOGAMEEL ECTRI CRAN GE
ANTI QUESHEALTHSPASREC RE ATI ONALV E HI CLEB IK E.
DES IGNERSLAB ELSE ELSKI NWALLETROLEXWATCHES

Slipping in the back door,
I see mother silent, unmoving
against father's shouting,
his voice of rushing waters,
the voice of God,
calling' her names.
,
I hide upstairs in my books,
waiting forquiet,
not wantingto see father's face,
his thin mouth,
his one dark eyebrow.

:::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;:::::::::;:;:~:~:~:::~:::::~:::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

After he goes out,
mother ties her apron
and plunges her hands into suds.

The Session

to her client's uncorisciously rigid
knew his designated seat by the
forearm. As he lit his first
presence of an electric wrist strap
by Pat Lillie
cigarette and inhaled, his eyes
. attached to its arm. Hands
.closing in momentary satisfaction,
nervously clasped in his lap.fie
Margaret zapped him with ten
watched Margaret with the
The new client walked into the
volts. Mr. Howard's eyes popped
clinic at precisely 7 p.m., carrying" apprehensive expression of a
open and the cigarette wobbled
scared puppy.
with him the sharp, pungent odor
between spasmodic fingers,
She paid no heed to his pitiable
of cigareue smoke. New clients
His nervous twitter of embarstare as she adjusted the voltage
always had that smell and were
rassment was expected. "Please
typically as punctual as they were regulator situated on herside of
the table. She was exposed to
continue, Mr. Howard." Only the
nervous, even those who at·'
nervous perspiration day after day
name ever changed. The cigarette
tempted to cover their timidity
after day and it had ceased to
went back to his lips and, once
with an exaggerated swaggerevoke any kind of sympathetic
again, a methodical ten volts were
like this guy, Mr. Howard.
response. Mr. Howard had gotten
administered.
Margaret never wasted more
himself into this plight through
Twenty minutes into the
than a few cursory moments on
his own self indulgence, as had all session, Mr. Howard vomited into
the amenities of polite conversathe other habitual smokers who
a bucket which was strategically
tion. After all, the client didn't paid, in both dollars and sweat, to placed alongside the client's chair
pay for friendship. With a brisk,
sit in that same chair.
'
well-practiced clinician's stride,
for that unpleasant but inevitable
Margaret had the litany down by occurrence. Desensitized to his
she ushered Mr. Howard across a
rote; only the name ever changed.
traffic worn carpet and into a
humiliation, Margaret continued
"This shouldn't be painful. Mr.
claustrophobic cell of a room
to press the button on the voltage
Howard. It's only meanrto cause
which was furnished simply with
regulator. She carefully avoided
irritation." With that, she
two wooden chairs and a small
his eyes. After all, the client
proceeded to attach the electrodes
white table. He instinctively
didn't pay for friendship.

When he comes home iq 'the night,
sounds--Iike the rhythm of machinery->
push under 'the crack of their bedroom door
and move across the hall
'
to my room.
Is this why she stays,
or is some force.working here?
I hold n1y'hands over my ~ars and read.
"Physics Lesso~" was an award-winning enlry in
the 1989 Grace Jordan Poetry Contest.
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Atlakson wins88-89 Stanley
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"encourages ,further exploration
by Chet Lunner
PASADENA,Calif.-Theend
of Voyager's mission marks the
beginning of an unprecedented
American. presence 'in space possibly with Soviet partners NASA chief Riehard Truly told
space scientists gathered here.
In an upbeat address, Trulysaid
Voyager 2 is the last in a series of

by Carol Whlteleather
The University News
Phil AUakson, Theatre Arts
Department assistant professor, was
recently awarded the 1988·89
Stanley Drama Award for his play,

Norm Rex.

!.

The recognition came at an odd
time for the playwright as he had
just decided the script was in need
of a rewrite.
"I got the script out and I read
it. And I closed it up and said litis
just needs too much work," said'
At1akson. "It really needs to be reo
written, another draft .. . and I
figured 'what'sthepolnt,' nobody's
going toproduce it."
Two weeks later, Atlakson was
notified Norm Rex had been the
winner of the award and he would
be receiving a $1,000 award for his
play.
'
,
n
....
Norm Rex is based on a true
Assistant theater professor Phil Atlakson. talks about his
story and seen thought the eyes of a
award winning play, Norm Rex. Atlakson won the 1988·89
fear-ridden common man-a hog
'Stanley Drama Award for !:'lIsplay base9 on a true story.
farmer. Norm Rex is a bully and the
kind of man who controls through of the Stanley Drama Foundation.
fellowship is granted in recognition,
under played intimidation, accordAtlakson also was recently of outstanding work in an effort to
ingtoAtlakson.Throughthecourse
awarded a fellowship grant by the keep Idaho a vital place for artists to
of the play, Norm Rex bullies the. ' Idaho Commission on the Arts. The live and work.
townspeople until they surround him
and shots are fired. According to
Atlakson, everyone takes the blame
so no one can be prosecuted.
The Stanley Dram:) Award is
:sponsored through a foundation in
conjunction with Harbor Repertory
and Wagner College, Stanton Island, N.Y. Candidates must be
....FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS ....
nominated by either-a professional
artist or by an E!1glish professor.
After seeing the 1986 ~SU
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
production of Norm Rex, BSU
English professor Helen Lojek
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
decided the play and playwright
merited further encouragement.
ONCAMPUSATM
"I thought it was a play in which'
, a fictionalized version of specific
STUDENT LOANS
historic event reached well beyond
l/le local audience and made a statement about human nature and how
STOP IN AND SEE US TODAY!
we conduct ourselves," said Lojek. '
Consequently, itwas her ICllerwhich '
1000 BROADWAY AVE. 383·7868
brought Norm Rex to the attention'
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preliminaryreconnaissanceprobes,
the precursor to more sophisticated
. missions.
Truly's remarks came in a
speech to about 1,000 scientists and
space enthusiasts attending an international solar exploration conference hosted by the American Insu-;
,tute of Aeronautics and Astronau-'
tics. It is timed to coincide with
Voyager's approach to Neptune.
"From now on, with that phase
behind us, we will be returning tl;>
the planets to take an in-depth look,"
.. Truly said. "With robotic probes,
unmanned spacecraft, and landers.
We've already begun.
"Magellan (anew robot probe)
. fI . . rbi
ith
tadayrs oaungmo utomapwi
dar
the
f
fV
A
dG
ra
e race 0
enus. n
a I'1I(
"
"eodanother rspacecEraarthft)
"IS Jpol~d
,or eparture rom
,or upuer
. Octobe And th ,.
th be
10
r,
at s Just e . .. "
gmmng.
Haled'
ted
..
, e sopr. IC
positive resuIts from a National Space Coun.
.
cil study into the future of space. It
was prompted by President Bush's
July 20 speech calling forincreascd
human exploration and an American lunar outpost.

"The president's call to action
is not mere rhetoric," Truly said.
"We'll be opening new realms of
discovery and opportunity for
mankind in our next century with
.human voyages of exploration back
. to the moon and to Mars."
Truly noted that since NASA
.resumed space shuttle flights last
fall. each ofits five flights has been
more trouble-free than the previous
ones, paving the way for an ambitious series of 35 science missions
through 1993.
"That's the highest launch rate
for space science missions in the
history of the United States space
program," he said. "Clearly, a
golden era of space science has
begun,"
.
Speaking to a group who earllier this week heard Soviet space
scientists propose a plan almost
,identiCal to the Bush outline, Truly
welcomed increased international
cooperation - but stopped short of
endorsing ajoint Soviet-U.S. lunar
outpost as academician Valery
Barsukov had suggested.
"I II fth
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·Theinewalid
impro,ved
sports' pages
.by Rob Nesbit
The UniversitY ·News "

Let's.start pff on a happynQte.
upfron; that Gene.

Let me say right

As is true withallsacred
uadltions, change will sooner
later
rear its head, raze the old and herald
in the ~e~~ So shall this monster
now begin ..115 work' today on the
sports pages of The Um'versityNews.
.Sorry sports fans, but gone is Tofu
and '\Sidelines'~,and other features
you bave come to love and exPeCt.
In its place, str~te'hout,your hands
ami grab a
of. the all-new
University News sports pages.
(Relax Tom Lloyd groupies; rumor
has surfaced ihatTorn may send 'an.
.article or two our way laterJn'the
season.)
.
.,....

or

Bleymnier, the athletic director here
at BSU, is a.wiJlrier __ an all-tim~
"blue chipper," if you
Hecame:
to Boise and' put .the :llthletic"pro- i
gram, and subsequently the entire
, school, on the map. Mention Idaho
to . someone other' than Tiro .
Woodward's cronies and the.;~ut •.
or-towit, up-to-date sports flin says,'·
"YeahlBoise Statel Bloe astroturf
and a good winning program in aU·
sports," Theydon'iask
IIOW the
potatoes arcgrowingimd they don't .
mention the University of Idaho' or
Idaho State University. Gene B1ey"'
.maier is a marketing wizard. .,'
Beginning in this 'issue' you will
He's. the guy responsible for hit~
discover notone or twosportsar-,
ingSklp Halt He's the guy givingticles, but four pages Ofiliteresting
.the basketball program (men's and
tidbits from that place on the cast,
women's) the push in the rigilt di- .
end of campus, the Varsity Center.
, Each week on the lead page you
rection. He is also behind thcrcccnt
successes or the vo'tlcyball, .gY!llwill find an editorial and what we
nastics and wrestling teams. Heliull
will refer to as the big story of the
. week-hopefuIly.one
of those big
also builtthe coaching staffwilh
'.men and women who arc dedicated
stories will be "U of I Loses!" Also
'..
...
"
.,
'
IlIlan Beckerl n lilly .wi
The Broncos break In the turf and show off a little In a scrlrnrnoge game Aug .• 26. The
rooted on this page' will be three
and who are winners. '
He has also financially solidified
first game of the season Isn't until Sept. 9 when they play Stephen F. Austin State.
other regular features: "Larry Onetheathleilc program: Last year.the
On-One," "Athletes of the.Week,'
football program at BSU raked in 1I
and "Behind the Scenes at BSU
quarterofa milliondollnrs net profit.
Spotts."ES,
"Larry One-an-One" will be a
TJ
The men's basketball team pulled
series of features written by Larry
wlll be around 9:30p.m, local time. tion,' he said. He also said that if
in the same type-of remuneration
Purviance.EachweekLarr)'wiIlsit
by Rob Nesbit
. However, DaveNagel, publi- ESPN airs the game, the Big Sky
two years before when they apdown with one member· of the The University News
cist for ESPN, said in a telephone Conference will be compcnsaU!d
peared in the NCAA tounley.
Bronco coaching staff for a little
inlerviewon Friday morning that monetarily.
Gene is even responsible for t~~
chat and then will teIl all. By the
Ron Stephenson; Big Sky , the network has not finalized any
According to Nagel, in last
courtship that resulted in BStJ hostend of next semester, Larry will Conference commissioner,
an- agreement with the Big Sky to tele- year's agrecment, ESPN provided
ing the opening round of the NCAA
have been around enough coaches nounced August 24. that Confer'; vise the game. He want on to say if .free commercial time to the Big Sky
ba~ket'!>all play-offs last year.
to be accidently mistaken· for an ence and ESPN television 'have
the game is televised, a final dcci- in return for the right to televise a
Sowhaigivcs? What's wrong with
athlete.
entered into an agreement ui tele- . sion will not be oflicially made by game.
Gene? He'sdonca toil fortheschool
"Athletes of theWeek" will high_vise the Jan. 4 BSU/U of I men's
ESPN until the network's basket:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
'hasri'ihe?'
.
lighttwo Bronco sports heroes, onb 'basketball game in the Pavilion.
ball schedule is released in October:
My gripe with Bleymaier is
male and one female. ,They will be According to Stephenson,. air time.
"This will be im ESPN'producsimple:Hey,Geno!
What
about me?
I .
. .
.,'
pictured in the paper and their'
Yeah, that's right. What have
you done for me,tho non~athletc,
achievements will be highlighted.
n..
v
"Behind the Secnes at BSU Sports"
the average fan in thestand·-the
will try to identify some of the .by Margie Geier
a very respectable second place fin- chalked up winning performances:
pers6ri derriographicssayis
a fu11·
unsung hero types in the athletic The University News
.ish. Returning players Sandy Ste- Stachia Neeley in the longjump and time student; married with 1.5 chilo
program.
wart and Kelly Baker were named Cherril Brown in the 200 meter
dren.
'
Additionally, each week we will
to the Big Sky Alt-Conference
dash.
In the past few ycarsyou've made
try to bring you a full page of photos
The nexttime the familiar "Go Team.·
During this school year. try
. itharderformetogettickets,
You've
of your favorite Broncos in action. Broncos'" yell is heard, envision
In women's gymmist!cs, the something a little different. Offer
given me the cheap scats and have
Another page will be a cumulative highly skilled, ultra-fit women ath- Broncos c~ntinued their winning, your enthusiasm and support to our
given your buddies down the hall lIt
review of all box scores from ,both letes competing in one of the five· ways: D.u~mgthe 19~8-lN season, fine women atliletes and watch t1IC
theBroncoAthleticAssociation
the
varsity and intmmuralsports;:is weIl intercollegiate sports BSU supports.· five mdlVldual an~ five team rec- results. You'I1 be glad you did.
good scats. You even raised the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
as up-to-date varsity sports stat is'These
sports include basket-ords
fell. Completmg their season
price of a guest ticket.
• tics.
ball, volleyball, gymnastics, tennis 15-9, ~Ie Broncos placed third in
While I'm 6n the subject of tickAnd we're not through yetI Each and track and field.
th~ir flfstyear of competition in the
ets, I'd like to mcntion tlie factthat
week we will try to bring you more
To give you an· idea of what .High Country Athletic Conference:
I don't like being seated away from
about you, the athlete not involved ,y()u have been missing in women's .111e Broncos also competed in the
my team in aviator's heaven, sepain varsity sports. There will. be .athletics, read on for a re-cap of tile NCAA ~estem Regional Champirated from your BAAbuddies
weekly information on BSU intti- .women's 1988-89 intercollegiate oonships where they finisiled fifth.
What else have you done for me?
; murals, occasional recreational tid~' athletic season.
. - The women's lennis, team
Let's sec--now Iget to pay to park at
bits and features about BSU stu. TheBSU women's basketbaIl . rounded out their season by placing
your "house." That is, I
pay if
dents who have achieved or are team ended their season with an 18- 'fifth in the Big Sky Conference.
t11cre'sroom and ifl have the moneypursuingathleticexcellenceoutside
. lOrcc;ord,puttingthem inthirdplacc
Number two doubles players Teri
-money is something students just
of the Varsity Center and iniramu, f9r t1ieregular season. The team Croson and Vicki Boas went on to.
scem to constantly be short of. But
ral program.
. .
,..
wentOn to takCfourthin the BigSky take an outstanding second place in
it's either pay to park or hoof it to
The sports staff at The Univcrsi;y Conference Tournament. .
the Big Sky Conference TOIima·
thc games.
'
.
News iscommitled to bringing you ,.' 1lle 1988 volleyball team had ment·
'
. Please don't forget,Genc,thilt you
as much of the big picture as is one of their most successful sea·
. TIlewomel)'scross-cournry
need me--the, average ,.student at
possible-from. bicycling' to bas-sons to date. Completing the Season . and tra'ckand fieldtearris finished ..
BSU·~t() supportthtl IJ@ncos, toO.
ketbaIl, from hand~all,to.gymnas.;· ,21·27, they captured first in .the theii198~:89~S9n'in
style. The
I'm proud of my team, ll!ld the fees
tics, from tri·athlete$ to chcetlead-';ie$ular~Big!'Sky
Conference. Pur- cross~ount.t9'~·l>Jacedsjxth
in
I pay to go to :schoolhcre help .
ers~ .,
..'
,:., . "" ''irig the' BIg Sky Tournament, they theBigS\cYtw~Uethe
trackt¢a(n
underwrite'the BSU athletic pro. lost a heartbreaker to Weber State'toOk 'secomHra bOth the indoor and
~rarn.
.in ~eseConaround tu,ter beating·: UIC $1~i:.~~rt\rencc:ch~piQn:'
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Sipa little Bubbly, then
Cheer. on the Broncos
Sept. 9 ,

.

Toast your favorite team Sept 9 at
the annual pre-game champagne
reception hosted by the BSU Alumni
Association. The party begins at
4:30 p.m. on the terrace of the UniversityQuay Building at 960 Broadway, across Broadway Avenue from
Bronco Stadium.
'
Alumni.boostets, students, Iaculty and staff are invited to drink
champagne; listen to live entertainment and get psyched up for the
season's first home football game,
pitting, the BSU Broncos against
Stephen F. Ausun State. Kickoff is
at6p.m.
The reception is free. Call Kariil
Woodworth of the Alumni Asso, ciation at 385-1959 'for additional
information;
"

,

,

.
"

'redshirt freshman.
There arc two freshman newcomers, Marie Lacey from Pomeroy, Wash., and Richard Lee from
Eagle River, AlasKa. Lee was the
Alaska state high school champion
in the 800, 1600 and 3200 meter
runs. Heis the firstpcrson CVCf to be
champion of all three events in the
state of Alaska.
Junior college transfer Robin
Card comes to the Broncos after
earning the number two spot last
year at the University of Oregon
and qualifying for the NCAA CC
Championships .
"Since 1979, we have not rewritten any rcoords in distance
running," Mayo said. "This is the
year BSU plans to rewrite the record books in distance running for
cross-country, indoor and outdoor' ,
track."

'

)

I'
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McSack Attack Enters
Third Season
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, This fall marks the third season
. for the Idaho Ronald McDonald
House and BSU Athletic Scholarship Fund "McSack Attack" joint
effort. The McSack Attack pro'gram isa wayforBSU football fans.
to show their support for two worthy causes and at the same time
cheer on the Bronco defense,
Each time the Broncos sack an
opponerit 'squartcrback.thc Ronald,
McDonald House and 'BSU Athletic Scholarship fund benefit.
Individuals and businesses arc
pledging amounts ranging from $1
to $10 per sack (not to exceed 25
sacks) for the 1989 football season. '
For thepast two years, the Boise.
Nampa and Caldwell McDonald's
Restaurants have led the charge by
contributing $100 per sack.
You can show your support by
picking up a registration form at
arcaMclronald's, the BAA office
tile
Varsity Center or at the '
Idaho Rom;\d McDonald House.

._. ""
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HAIR SALON- PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS STORE
EVERY DAY 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL SERVICES AND RETAIL
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Always a llcensed cosmetologist
to help you
Boise Town Square
377-195,0 , ~ ,
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Rush Week~
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Joyce Apt. B

Poker Night·

Thursday:
Au oampIIS repreHntatlv.
you'll be ""POIll~ tor p1acfng .
lMt-i'ertlsllll mal8llall on bulkIUn
bo~1 andworldng on
mllk.Ung programl tor dlenll
luoh U Ameltcan ElCpI'lIu,
Bqalon Unlvelllly, Euralt, and
vlllouSniovte 1lO~1o ..
tIIl10IllJ othei-a. Pert·.me wort<.
chIlO"' yOur '!WI' l)aurL No

~~;

toWlY,o!our

reps tllay

Yo1Ih.u~·long,lIftetgraclJa1lon••
yoil ... -.II'motIvaled, hardworldng, ~ • bit of 'an
el1lrtlpnlneur, caR Of WI1Io lor '
mont lntorrnadon 10:
, lUlERlCAN I'AlSAQ&
:.
NE11W)R)(

,

, . \lZ11 W.llOW-'RDSTREET
.'

'-OHICAGO, IL 6084

11"0),
17l17-1mOf,
{31l)W7 .....
CHICAOO llM.LA8 LOS ANOEl.ElJ
NEW '/'OIlK IlEATTlE

Bowling
Recreation

Night
In SUB

7:00PM

Sigma Phi Epsilon encourages academic
acheivement and outstanding leadership
skills as we'll as social activities and a
strong brotherhood atmosphere.
For more In(ormatfon
on Slqma Phi Esllon
Call Lee Boyle; President
385- 1746 or
'
Jay Alexander; Vice-PresIdent

383-1696.

.

'

ReaCJyto hear, the latest tunes?
Rec6rd E~change downtown: You'll" find 'Idaho's' largest
selection 'of
and guaranteed
uSl3drecords;CD's and tapes; plus
other music-related merchandise,
Don't wait ·to get in tune with the
times.

new

.

Center

DROP IN,
.TUNEUII.
Vlsltthe

7:00PM
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the Border Night

1409 Joyce Apt. B
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7:00PM
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- Broncos ranked 7th in
.natlonal footb"all
. :poll "
'

presentation concentrated on tlie'
differences between writing sports
stories for a ,newspaper and sports
for television.
.
"The only question I have," he
said, "is why did you ask me? What
makes you think
any good?"
'Humility is as nice a virtue as
writing public thank you teuers,
Thank you, Craig Sonoda and
Jim Brinson, for your time and very
capable advice and assistance.

I'm
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Featuring the
Wolff System

Featuring the
Wolff System

"COMMITTED

TO SERVING

YOU"

5 sessions for only $1000
Offer ends Sept. 6th. One per customer

1400 Broadway

,-

,

343·89990

Open M-F 9·8 Sat. 10·2

"Iadon't
want
lot of

by Rob Nesbit
The,Unlversity News
Thepreseason polls areoutand
the Boise State Broncos have nailed
down the seventh spot nationally in
the Don Heinrich Football Magazine preseason poll.
.
Other Big Sky schools ranked '
in the -top twenty Division l-AA
football poll are the University of
Idaho at number three, the University of Montana 14th and the University of Nevada-Reno 19th. The,
Heinrich poll gives the preseason
number-one ranking to last year's
champs Georgia Southern.
•.
Also selected in the poll were
the players expected to nail down
All-American honors. Bronco candidates expected to win these honors are Bronco defensive end Erik
Helgeson, a senior, and Bronco
comer back Kenny Kuehl, Iijunior.
Sophomore running back Chris
Thomas received the nod from The
Sporting News as their preseason
favorite to win honors as an All.. American at the running back position .: '::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

hype.

1just want

something 1,
can COWlt on.'"

Some long distance
:companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
,just what you'll get when
you choose A1&TLong
Distance service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
.Al&TWorldwide Intelligent
Network.
.
When it's time to
, choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.'
,
., ,If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&TCard,
callus at 1800 222·0300.

::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The
White House
Fellowships

A unique opportunity
,
for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to _work For 8.year at '
the highest levels of
the Federal Government
For more' Information:'
The Presldenl's Commission
While House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington,
D.C. "20503
, '(202) 395-.4522 :.

on'
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Bronco alumni flirt with fame and 'fortune
by Demise Martinez
The University News
Wilat .do Chris Childs, Jeff
Lindsley and Tom Schimmer have
in common? They are all Bronco
athletes from the 1988·89 season
who have been playing among the
pros.
Schimmer has been with the
CFL's Ottawa Rough Riders while
Lindsley has been with the NFL's
Minnesota Vikings. ChildS played
with the NBA's Denver Nuggets
rookie camp and competed on a
team ihm was a dual entry in the Los
Angeles Summer League: the DalIns Mavericks and Cleveland Cavaliers,
, Childs, a 6·foot·3, 193 pound
gum:d,is Boise State's No.2 a11time player, He started four years at
BSU (or a record of 118 consecutive' games as a Bronco. He was
. named Most Valuable Player in the
Big Sky Conference for the 1988·

89 season and 10 the Big Sky's first
team all· league squad for three
consecutive seasons, making him
the only Boise State player to win
three first.team All-Big Sky Conference awards.
.
This summer, Childs participated in the Denver Nuggets rookie
camp as a free agcn; for 10 days
, before being cut. He was then picked
lip by the Dallas Mavericks two
days later and played with them in
the Los Angeles Summer League
where he averaged 12 points a game.
He has returned to Boise and is
waiting to hear if he will be signed
for their veteran camp in September.
Childs was also the 14lh draft
pick in the Continental Basketball
Association's college draft. He was
selected by the Rapid City, S.D.
Thrillers, who have posted the best
record in the CBA four out of five
past seasons. The CBA had 28 players move up to NBA teams last year

and 54 fonner eBA players have 'coach the Broncos.
. ..games' 68. times' for 2,698 yards.
made it io the NBA. Childs has not
Lindsley would begin his first giving him anaverageof39.2 yards.
said if he plans to play for the CBA .year as assistant coach to.receiver's, His longest punt last season was 56
if not signed by ihe Mavericks.
coach' Jeff Mwphy in a pan-time
yards. Tom Schimmer was a fourLindsley was signed as a free capacity, working' primarily wlth year Bronco letterman from 1985agent by the Minnesota Vikings and Broncotightends. Oneofhlscosch88.
is currently vying fora tight end ing duties' would be to werk with
position.
-.. freshman tight end Russ Lindsley,
Lindsley leads Boise State as his brother.
'
all-time tight end in receptions and
Tom Schimmer was drafted in
yardage with 34 catches for 402 the 4lh round by the Canadian
yards and fourtouchdowns. He also Football Leggue, He is currently ihe
won fora second time the second No.1 punter for the Ottawa Rough
team All-Big Sky Conference
Riders. Schimmer was also the
award, He completedhis. Bronco Bronco's No. Iall-time punter for
career with 65 receptions for 856 most career punts at 218.
yards and seven touchdowns. LindHe is also the No. 2 all-time
sley is a 1989 BSU graduate with a punter for most punts in a single
degree in business management.
season at 68 in 1988. He has the
Accordingto head coach Skip 10th highest punting average for a
Hall,"He got off to a good start with· . single season, in 1986 when he
the Vikings." While Hall wishes punted 60 times for 2,378 yards,
Lindsley the best, he wants him giving him an averageof39.6 yards
backatBSU. If Lindsley should get per punt.
'
released by ihe Vikings, Hall would,
In the 1988 season, Schimmcr,
:::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::
have him return to Boise and help .a native Canadian, punted in 11

Corbett' wins award

'SPORTS
EXCHANGE

by Rob Nesbit
The University News

Corbell is responsible for coordinating media coverage for BSU's
football and basketball teams, as
BSUSports Information Director well lIS coordinating media and team
Max Corbell was recently presented needs. He arranges the publication
an award as the Division 1-AA of media guides for both sports, lind
District vn Football Game Program produces the programs for home
Winner.·
,
.
games. ,
Other district winners of the
The award is given by the College
'SPOriS Information Directors of CSIDAA in Division I·AA included
, America Association as a way to Dartmouth and Indiana State.
recognize and reward the efforts of
::::;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
college sports public relations direClOrs.
:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.;.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
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1033 Broadway, Boise
385-0440

only $21.95
a -packs '

FREE

Frlendship
Bracelet with student 1.0.
through Sept. 7th

: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.

Amazing!!
Astounding! !
-

'

Watch ,for the fabulous

/
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Cool stuff!!

Coupons!!

September 11

Maximize your purchasing .power
with Marriott's "Munch Money Program"

t
!

lots of info!!

\
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need help domg their ta,xes, 80,000
peo,gle already have. j(lln them.,
'
10 find out about the free IRS tram·
mg program. call 1-800·424-1040 now.

Three Plans to choose from:
PlJAN
, COST

.
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ADDED
VALUE

$300
0. $100
$ 50

10%
7%
6%

$ 25

5%

o
o

I,

,s

\blunteer now. And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later-

'.

Apply for your "Munch Money Card" today at the
Marriott Offices located In the Student Union. The cord
s good'at the Unlon'Street Cafe, the RivervieW Dell and
althe Residence Dining Hall.
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, ,DOINGTAXESCANMAKE
.,
'YOU FEELGREAT. ESPECIAllY WHEN . "~"~
, 'TH~~SOMEOIIE, ~E'S.
't
, If you have abaslc aphtude for math
and the desire to help others; you can
get a lot of satisfaction by volunteering"
your time arid skills to people who
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BUYING
POWER
$330.00
$107.00
$53.00
$ 26.25
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lnsurance refunds through Sept. 1t
.
"

by Loren Petty
The University News
Sixty -four dollars of the registration fees thateach BSU student

paid' out this semester is reserved
for student insurance. The insurnnce is not mandatory and refundsmay be obtained from student insurancerepresent,ativesonthelower
level of the SUB through SepL 11.

~

"":-:'

Jeff Kezar, an ASBSU employee, will be this year's student
advocate in charge of the student
insurance.
Kezar said the insurance is a
-two tier policy: accident and sickness. Accident insurance, he said,
begins with a $50 deductible. If a
claim reaches $2,500 the insurance

~iIIprovide loo.percentofthecosts
Incurred. If a claim exceeds $2,500,
theceilingisthenmisedto$IO,OOO
.
and the policy pays 80 percent of
thatamounL Th~studentisthenresponsible for paying the first 20
percent of costs.
The medical policy, according
to Kezar, is similar to the accident
policycxeeptstudenlinsurancepays,
only 80 percent if the claim reaches
$2,500.
Insurance for dependents and
spouses also is available through
the student insurance program, but
according 10 student insurance representative Ed Karen, spousal coveragepremiums have been substantially increased due to the maternity
coverage included in the policy this
year.
For more information about
claims and general insurance information consult the Studcn; Health
Services and Medical Expense Insurancc brochure, contact Kezar at.
385.3863, or in Rm., 218 of the
SUB.

"'(

RESERVE

TRAINING

OFFICERS'

CO R P S

Cashiers office sets
.
new 'pollcy for full
f d ff
re un 0 ees
by loren Petty
The University News
The fall 89 semester will bong
changes in therefund policy at BSU.
Until Sept, II, students will be allowed full refunds on tuition and
fees. No fees after that date will be
refunded.
.Leslie Pass of the cashiers office said during the 15-day grace
period, an administration fcc of$15
will be deducted from the refund.
Pass also said students who neglect
to return activity cards will be
charged an additional $92.
In previous semesters, Puss
said, BSU gave 100 percent refunds on the first day of class only,
75 percent refunds were given for
the flrsttwo weeks, and 50 percent
refunds were given on the third and
fourth week of class.
The new policy was implemented because of student complaints, The cushier's office surveyed 400 colleges throughout the
west and adopted a policy consistent with standard practices, according to pass. 111e new policy
leaves room forcxccptional orhardship cases.
For more information contact
Leslie Pass in thccashicr's office at
362-4069.
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"Festival of India"
comes to Boise
by Jeff Faulkner
The Univorsify News

1',

r

SOME THINGS YOUCAN'T LEARN
fROM A lOOK
There are some things like discipline, initiative'
and leadership you have to learn from experience.,
And Anny ROTC is where you can get it.
Anny ROTC is a college elective where you won't
just talk about leadership end management skills in
class, but you'll put them to use in college and the real
world beyond.
.
Then when you graduate, you'll have earned a
diploma, a Lieutenant's gold bar and the confidence it .
takes to succeed either in a military or civilian career.
So eIU'QllinAnny ROTC.It could be the difference
between making history and just leaming about it

from a book.
Find out more. Contact Mark Schiller at 385-3500.

I

ARMY ROTC
THE SMlRTEST COI.LEGI

.. COURSEYOUCD Till.

A two-day "Festival of India"
will lake place in Boise's Julia Davis
Park Aug. 30-31. The exposition,
sponsored by the Bhaktivcdanta
Bhakti Yoga Center Inc. of Boise,
begins at 10:30 a.m. and lasts until
8:30 p.m. each day. Admission is
free and the festival is open to the
public.
According to Rekha Gupta of
Boise's Bhakti Yoga Center, the
festival is an exhibit that has crisscrossed North America every year
for the past ten ycars.bringing aspects of India's ancient Vedic culture to Canada and the U.S. Visitors
to the fcstiv~ will experience the
sights, sounds and tastes of India.
Gupta said the festival also
hopes to educate its audience on the
Vedic concepts of how lifestyles
arc relevant in guiding.human society and in fulfilling the human quest
f~r timeless knowledge.
The festival is a nonprofit entity, funded in part ~y the International Society for Krishna Consciousness, Gupta said.
For further information on the
"Festival of India, contact GupU
at 344-4274.
It
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. LOOKINGFORINDIVIDUALS

to participate on a panel regarding
aids and the college student. If you
or anyone you know is interested in
participating, contact the student
activities office at 385-1223.
COLOR

monitor, Deskmate software. Less
than one yearold,joystick,expanded
keyboard. $625.00. Call 336-3437.
NATIONAL

MARKET

FIRM

seeks mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earnings potential to $2,500
per semester. Must be organized,
hard-working and money motivated.
Call Corine or Myra at 1-8QO.,5922121.
FOR SALE: MACINTOSH'

Plus, 1 ,meg ram, external drive,
Imagewriter llPrinter. $1850.00.
Call 343-4467 .'

..

~.~

~

TANDY SL·I000.

cations and a Masters of Music.
We now have 13 graduate programs," Keiser said.
Kciscrsaid thatBSU and U
ofl are working together to provide four-year electrical and
mechanical engineering degree
programs through the College
ofTechnology in the soon to be
completed Technology Building. "The approach we are taking, and must con'tinuc to take,
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HELP WANTED:

Light housekeeping necdedby
mother of three. Min. 6 hours per
week. Anytime. $5 per hour. Can
336-2936.
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Free Copies

I

I
I

Receive upfo2Sfre8copleson·
8 1/2' X 11' whll$ 20# bond
Credit will not be given for copies
not mode at the time coupon b
plllsented. One coupon per CUI,tomer. Not valid wtlh any other
offer. Good through September
30,1989.
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the copy center-
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8obe.ldoho
342·7995.FAX # 20800336·2537
615 S. Capitol

Open 24 Hours
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Free
NAME
Daughtms at the American
Reyalutian Caroline E, Holl
Educational
Fund
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MoneY_~

AMOUNT

DEADLINE

Varies

9/1/89

S500

12/1/89

Ceiling Industry
Scholarship

---I

SPECS
Awarded to first year nursing stuoents
in lhe Occupctlonnl
Therapy noios

and students

Applicants

COrDerS

construction"

must

bo

pursuing

orcnuocturo

and

in

rndustnot

toctvioioqv.
Musl be lull,lime sophomore
or junior
With ono full voor of course work remaining

Keiser Cominuedfrom page 1 ----------:1

Page

Buslnoss and Protessiono!

Applicant must be 0 woman, possible minimum
cao requlremont. tho hood of 0 household With
financial need, and enrolled in a ororjrorn loodtn(1
to a ccreor. scnororsmos. grants and loon',
ovouooto tor VOriOUS conreos

i2/15/8Q

5500-53.000

Women s Foundation
Scholarship

is thatofJoc Albertson: It is our
store, but occasionally mcrchandisc with various labels should
be offered," he said.
According to Keiser, preengineering and related classes
are offered by BSU, while upperdivisionengineeringcourscs
will be provided by U of I
instructors on the BSU campus.
TIle degree will be awarded by
the U of I.

Vanes

Internatlonol ~rllmdship

scnororstups
oro awarded
to quounno
stucorvs
wishing 10 study abroad irl 1I1ecountry Of sruuoor 5
choice. No conroe protoronco but student must
apply to al, accrodited
uruvorsuv for a deoree
program

8/15/QIJ

scr.oiorsruo

U.C.r. r~otard()d
CitiZens
Teacher scnoiorsm»

Up to $750

Nono
voor round

Applicants must be laklno sturnos which Will help
thorn
toach
and
work
\'/1111 HlO rrmntouv
hond.coppod.

Scholarsl,ips listad obovo oro provided by 11m BSU financial Aid otnco and oro printed nero as a service 10 stucorus
more Information on lhese scholarships and othor financial aid. contacl
the flnonclal Aid ollico. Admimlrat,on

ct
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WHAT ARE. TI4E
MAJoeTHEMES
of
THIS
CAR-TOO;.)?
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~
wHl 'not be appearing anywhere on
~
,this earth foran~ . other tW9 weeks, so
-+c ,that the employees
ie may enjoy labor
.i'C Day weekend.Welt.
i< will be back on the
ie
iC stands Monday,
.i< September 11. Have
a nice end-of-the-+c summer weekend!!
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.Besf
tbe ASBSU Beat wiD nor·
maDy review tbeweek's activities
oItbeAssodatedStudentsofBoiw
State University, BSU's student
government"wbicb
includes 1m
executive brancb, a senate and a
judicial brancb. The Student
Programs Board is a1<l0 a part of
ASBSU. This week, bowever,The
University News asked' ASBSU

President Pat ReiDy to give his
opinion on ASBSU and student

involvement.
Greetings from ASBSU:
1989 has been officially declared the Year of the Student by
BSU President John Keiser. We at
ASBSU hope to make this year one

in which the students, ohlla:ges.
advisory 10 academic standards.
backgrounds. ideologies and lnter-ASBSU plans to increase student
ests, becoJne the CocusofIdabo. We involvement 9Ii these committees.
plan to make the wants and needs of After all. this is your school and you
BSU students the fOcalpoint (if this must be a part of the decisions that
institution.
will affect you. Like any good inThis year we plan to push for vestor, you must be actively· inmore student involvement and in- volved in the process if you are to
put in policy making here at the profit, BSUis not just a place where
university. BSU has over twenty youinvestyourhard-earnedmoney
commiueesor boards that setpoland in return receive a degree, it is
icy on many university issues. The also an institution filled with opporcommittees deal with issues rang- tunitiesandactivities for everyone.
ing from faculty tenure to parldng
There is something for all stu-

* It's the hottest

and the

fastest delivered pizza!

* Phone your order in
and we'll deliver a fresh hot pizza!

Please present

a photo ID and a guarantee card with your check
Limited delivery area.

dents, Manydifferentstudent inter.eats are represented by the numerousclubson campus. There are also
many· intnunural sports activities
. that take place throughout the entire
year. Concerts. plays. and sport
events are constantly taking place
here at the University. Get involved
and enrich your college experience.
Information on thesestudentactivities can be obtained in the Student
Activltiesoffice on the second floor
ofthe Student Union or by calling
385-1233.
.
ASBSU is your student government. Just as State and Federal
.government officials deaI withproblems and interests of their constituents, ASBSU deals with the problems and interests of all BSU students. There arc many opportunities for you to become involved in
the student government. ASBSU is
your chance to become a smart
investor. ASBSU offices are located
on the second floor of the Student
Union and the phone number is
385-1440.
;
Next yearis Idaho's centennial
year. In this Year of the Student, we
celebrate the advancements Idaho
has made in education in the last
100 years. Just think of the countless possibilities for more advancementduring the next 100 years. Our
school'
rapIdly becoming the
prominent facility forhighereducation in this state: We.the students of
Boise State University, will be
shaping the events that will be colebrated in Idaho's bi-centennial year:
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Wild pizza Delivery Special

'U'tU 'Ptna-

Hours:

7:00 P.M. - Midnight
7 days a week!

3 • 00· OFF: :
Any large wild pizza we make
when you redeem this coupon

Wild pizza Delivery Special

I

I Buy any large pizza and get it for Four
1_ the price o.rthe s.ame style
I
medium

385.1437

1 coupon
per pizza

OlT.r nol valid wl'h .ny .lh.r coupon
Cuh value 1110or. cent

Wild pizza Delivery Special I

Large Pizza
:Free Soft Drinks
Medium Price I Buy any large wild pizza and get
pizza.
1 coupon II
per pizzn

:

385.1437

II

OlT.r nol valid with .ny olh.,. coupon

C~.hvaN, 1110or. cent

I
~'

32 oz, SOFT DRINKS FREEl

385 1437
•

1coupon
perpizzn
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NO-HASSLE BANKING
FOR COlLEGE STUDENTS.
Think smart, think KeyBank's new student services package. It's four accounts in one .
designed just for college students. For a low $36.00 annual fee, YOll'lI have all the financial .
resources you need to get you through schoo!.

Check These AdvantaQes. .'

.

You'll ~n.dthe easiest, most versatileb;u{jijng ever at ~ey Bank.
Student Checking. Pay no per check charges or monthly fees.Write as many
checks as y'0u need. Weeven pay.for your first order of 50 checks.. ".
.
Cash Machines. Free use ofplus<ll>and Handillank" cash machines .: ready cash
24 hours a day,7 days a week.
'. '.'
.
~ash Reserve Credit. Start building your credit history with this $100 personal
line of credit .. ,protect against overdrcifts,
.'
,
Student Loans. Easyterms -easy applicatiOl~and approval process, too"
VISNI>availability. You pay 110 annual feethe first year-,
a reduced fee thereafter.
.',
Drop by your nearby KeyBank of Idaho office. If you're lookil~g for coilege b~U1kingat its
best, the smart money is on KeyBank.
.
..

a~1

Member FDIC,Equal Opportu~ity Lender.
Credit card ~dli~e on approval of credit

fl

Pat Reilly
"'"
ASBSU President, 88-8~

